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4800 Sugar Grove Blvd. – Suite 405 | Stafford, TX 77477
Phone : 281.242.2960 Fax : 281.242.4115
October 1, 2009
Ms. Ornita Green, MPA
Director of Planning
City of Missouri City
1522 Texas Parkway
Missouri City, Texas 77489
Dear Ornita:
We are pleased to submit the final Missouri City Comprehensive Plan as unanimously adopted
by City Council on September 21, 2009. The Plan document was prepared in accordance with our
Professional Services Agreement with the City.
The new Plan addresses basic community needs such as local employment opportunities, lifestyle
amenities, and housing options for all stages of life. The Plan also calls for ongoing investments
in technology to enhance traffic flow, in an expanded trail network to increase connectivity, and
in sidewalk upgrades to improve safety around schools. Additionally, the Plan highlights more
ambitious community aspirations, such as joining with other local governments and groups to
establish a Brazos River green corridor for public access and enjoyment; revitalizing the Texas
Parkway and Cartwright Road corridors; and creating a commuter rail link to central Houston—
and pursuing the transit‐oriented development potential that could be spurred in the station
vicinity. The eventual emergence of a true “Town Center” and continued vigilance regarding
Missouri City’s development quality and aesthetics remain as high priorities. More detailed
study and targeted planning are also recommended for several “community asset areas,” as well
as to identify potential efficiencies from greater utility system coordination and consolidations.
In addition to City Council and Planning & Zoning Commission discussions, the Plan reflects
community input obtained through early focus group sessions, a Citizens Congress event, a
mailed survey, eight work sessions with a specially appointed Comprehensive Plan Advisory
Committee, a Community Open House at the draft plan stage, and a final public hearing.
On behalf of our firm, it has been a pleasure working with all involved. We sincerely appreciated
the opportunity to lend our professional skills and experience to this process. We look forward to
seeing the continued success and enhancement of Missouri City in the years ahead.
Respectfully submitted,
KENDIG KEAST COLLABORATIVE

Bret C. Keast, AICP
President

Gary Mitchell, AICP
Vice President
Performance Concepts in Planning

www.kendigkeast.com
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1

The Missouri City Comprehensive Plan is designed as a
framework for guiding future development, redevelopment, and
community enhancement in the City and its associated planning
area over the next 20 years and beyond. The purpose of this plan
is to establish a vision, along with realistic goals and achievable
strategies that residents, business and land owners, major
institutions, civic groups, and public officials prefer—and will
support with action—in the years ahead.

Introduction
Missouri City is a rapidly growing community of 66,500 people (2007 year-end City
estimate) that encompasses a diverse range of built environments. Quiet cul-de-sacs
and busy arterial transportation corridors exist in close proximity. Originating from
the assemblage of multiple utility districts and straddling two counties, Missouri City
gains much of its character from the local political geography. The City was
incorporated as a combination of many areas, and this background still produces
areas of special character today. Currently, Missouri City is widely known as a
community of neighborhoods although it maintains a developing economic base.
The City’s proximity to the Houston metropolitan area gives citizens many
employment opportunities nearby as well as convenient automobile linkages to those
job centers. A high quality of life attracts new residents who desire to live in a
family-oriented, suburban environment with good public services and schools. These
community characteristics are the primary reasons that many residents decide to call
Missouri City their home. This plan will reinforce many of those strengths while also
preparing for future growth, development, and redevelopment in the community.
In geographic terms, this Comprehensive Plan addresses the current City limits of
Missouri City, as well as its “extraterritorial jurisdiction” (ETJ). As stipulated by
Chapter 42 of the Texas Local Government Code, based on city population size,
Missouri City’s ETJ extends 3.5 miles beyond the City limits, as referenced in
Map 1.1, Study Area. However, because other cities abut Missouri City, the ETJ
only exists primarily to the south. Additionally, it is important to note the major
thoroughfares in the City and its ETJ: US 90-A, Beltway 8 (Sam Houston Tollway),
State Highway 6, FM 2234 (Texas Parkway), FM 1092 (Murphy Road), and Fort
Bend Parkway, as well as US 59 nearby. Geopolitically, Missouri City is primarily
part of Fort Bend County, but also has a portion of its City boundary in Harris
County toward the northern border.

1.1
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Purpose of the
Comprehensive Plan
A comprehensive plan is usually the most important policy document a municipal
government prepares and maintains. This is because the plan:
♦
♦
Local Government
Planning: The success of
the plan depends upon how
it is integrated with the
operation of local
government (planning,
policy development,
budgeting, regulation, and
programming through City
departments.)

“Planning” is…
the process of identifying
issues and needs,
establishing goals and
objectives, and determining
the most effective means by
which these ends may be
achieved.

♦

Through a comprehensive plan, a community determines how best to accommodate
and manage its projected growth, as well as the redevelopment of older
neighborhoods and commercial and industrial areas. Like most similar plans, this
Comprehensive Plan is aimed at ensuring that ongoing development and
redevelopment will proceed in an orderly, well-planned manner so that public
facilities and services can keep pace and residents’ quality of life will be enhanced.
Significantly, by clarifying and stating the City’s intentions regarding the area’s
physical development and infrastructure investment, the plan also creates a level of
certainty for residents, land owners, developers, and potential investors.

Use of This Plan
A comprehensive plan, if prepared well and embraced by the community and its
leadership, has the potential to take a city to a whole new level in terms of livability
and tangible accomplishments. However, comprehensive plans are only words and
images on paper if their action recommendations are not pursued and effectively
implemented.
The plan is ultimately a guidance document for City officials and staff who must
make decisions on a daily basis that will determine the future direction, financial
health, and “look and feel” of the community. These decisions are carried out
through:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
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lays out a “big picture” vision and associated goals regarding the future growth
and enhancement of the community;
considers at once the entire geographic area of the community, including
potential growth areas where new urbanization and/or annexation may occur
beyond the already developed portions of the City; and
assesses near- and longer-term needs and desires across a variety of inter-related
topics that represent the key “building blocks” of a community (e.g., land use,
transportation, urban design, economic development, redevelopment,
neighborhoods, parks and recreation, utility infrastructure, public facilities and
services, etc.).

1.2

targeted programs and expenditures prioritized through the City’s annual budget
process, including routine but essential functions such as code enforcement;
major public improvements and land acquisitions financed through the City’s
capital improvements program and related bond initiatives;
new and amended City ordinances and regulations closely linked to
comprehensive plan objectives (and associated review and approval procedures
in the case of land development, subdivisions, and zoning matters);
departmental work plans and staffing in key areas;
support for ongoing planning and studies that will further clarify needs and
strategies, including the City Council’s own strategic planning;

missouri city comprehensive plan

map 1.1
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♦
♦

1

pursuit of external grant funding to supplement local budgets and/or expedite
certain projects; and
initiatives pursued in conjunction with other public and private partners to
leverage resources and achieve successes neither could accomplish alone.

Despite these many avenues for action, a comprehensive plan should not be
considered a “cure all” for every tough problem a community faces. On the one hand,
such plans tend to focus on the responsibilities of City government in the physical
planning arena, where cities normally have a more direct and extensive role than in
other areas that residents value, such as education, social services, and arts and
culture. Of necessity, comprehensive plans, as vision and policy documents, also
must remain relatively general and conceptual. The resulting plan may not touch on
every challenge before the community, but it is meant to set a tone and motivate
concerted efforts to move the community forward in coming years.
It is also important to distinguish between the function of the comprehensive plan
relative to the City’s development regulations, such as the zoning ordinance and
subdivision regulations. The plan establishes overall policy for future land use, roads,
utilities, and other aspects of community growth and enhancement. The City’s zoning
ordinance and official zoning district map then implement the plan in terms of
specific land uses and building and site development standards. The City’s
subdivision regulations also establish standards in conformance with the plan for the
physical subdivision of land, the layout of new streets and building sites, and the
design and construction of roads, water and sewer lines, storm drainage, and other
infrastructure that will be dedicated to the City for long-term maintenance.

Planning Authority
State Support for Community Planning – Section 213 of the Texas
Local Government Code
Unlike some other states, municipalities in Texas are not mandated by State
government to prepare and maintain local comprehensive plans. However, Section
213 of the Texas Local Government Code provides that, “The governing body of a
municipality may adopt a comprehensive plan for the long-range development of the
municipality.” The Code also cites the basic reasons for long-range, comprehensive
community planning by stating that, “The powers granted under this chapter are for
the purposes of promoting sound development of municipalities and promoting public
health, safety and welfare.” The Code also gives Texas municipalities the freedom to
“define the content and design” of their plans, although Section 213 suggests that a
comprehensive plan may:
(1) include but is not limited to provisions on land use, transportation, and public
facilities;
(2) consist of a single plan or a coordinated set of plans organized by subject and
geographic area; and
(3) be used to coordinate and guide the establishment of development regulations.

Missouri City’s built
environment blends together
influences from private
investment and local public
policy. This plan explores
strategies that will guide
future development.
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Planning Charge:

The City’s Home Rule Charter, which was originally adopted by referendum on November 23, 1974, and amended
periodically since, addresses long‐range planning through Article VIII, Planning:
Among its power and duties, the City’s appointed planning commission shall “make and amend a comprehensive
plan for the physical development of the city.” (Home Rule Charter, Section 8.02)
“The comprehensive plan for the physical development of the City of Missouri City shall contain the [planning]
commissionʹs recommendations for growth, development and beautification of the city.
A copy of the comprehensive plan, or any part thereof, shall be forwarded to the city manager who shall thereupon
submit such plan, or part thereof, to the council with his recommendations. The council may adopt this plan as a
whole or in parts and may adopt any amendment thereto, after at least one (1) public hearing on the proposed
action.” (Home Rule Charter, Section 8.04)

Missouri City adopted its first Comprehensive Plan in 1990, and that document
served as a long-range planning and policy guide for the City over the last 19 years.
In addition to the goals and objectives set forth in previous Comprehensive Plans, the
process of creating the new Comprehensive Plan explored and incorporated salient
goals and objectives from other City plans and studies:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Land Use and Major Thoroughfare Plan (1978)
Capital Improvement, Major Thoroughfare, and Drainage Plans
(ongoing, with periodic updates)
Land Use Plan Update (2003)
Target Industry Analysis & Site Assessment (2003)
Traffic Management Plan (2006)
Park Master Plan (2007)
Branding Study (2007)

Through this process, the Comprehensive Plan will serve as a guide for the
development of the City with respect to land use, thoroughfares and streets, and other
matters affecting growth and development within the City and its ETJ.

Why Plan
Local planning allows the City of Missouri City to have a greater measure of control
over its destiny rather than simply reacting to change. Planning allows the City to
pro-actively manage future growth and development as opposed to reacting to
development proposals and public development decisions on a case-by-case basis
without adequate and necessary consideration of community-wide issues.
The process required to update the Missouri City Comprehensive Plan may prove
more valuable to the community than the plan itself since the document is ultimately
only a snapshot in time. The planning process involves major community decisions
about how much and where growth will occur, the nature of future development, and
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whether the community can afford to provide the necessary public services and
facilities to support this growth. This leads to pivotal discussions about what is “best”
for the community and how everything from taxes to “quality of life” will be affected.

1

Getting to Action:
The plan must go beyond

Long-range planning also provides an opportunity for the City’s elected and
appointed officials to step back from pressing, day-to-day issues and clarify their
ideas on the kind of community they are trying to create. Through the plan
development process, they can look broadly at programs for neighborhoods, housing,
economic development and provision of public infrastructure and how these concerns
may relate to one another. The Missouri City Comprehensive Plan represents a "big
picture" of the community, one that can be related to the trends and interests of the
broader region as well as the State of Texas.
Local planning is often the most direct and efficient way to involve members of the
general public in determining the future direction of their community. The process of
plan preparation provides a rare opportunity for two-way communication between
citizens and local government officials as to their vision of the community and the
details of how that vision is to be achieved. The plan will result in a series of goals
and policies that, ideally, will guide the City in administering development
regulations; in determining the location, financing and sequencing of public
improvements; and, in guiding reinvestment and redevelopment efforts. The plan also
provides a means of coordinating the actions of many different departments and
divisions within the City.

general and lofty sounding
goals. While everybody
may agree with such goals,
true progress will only
occur if the plan establishes
a policy framework and
provides guidance as to
how particular
opportunities and
challenges are to be tackled.

In summary, important reasons for long-range planning in Missouri City include:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

To ensure adequate public facilities to meet the demands of future growth and
development.
To develop an efficient growth pattern that reflects the values of the community.
To ensure the long-term protection and enhancement of the visual image and
appearance of the community.
To provide a balance of land uses and services throughout the community to meet
the needs and desire of its growing population.
To involve local citizens in the decision-making process and reach consensus on
the future vision for Missouri City and its ongoing development.
To develop annual work programs and prioritize improvements consistent with
the Comprehensive Plan.

Missouri City Demographic Profile
Missouri City is a community first populated by pioneers at a railroad junction that
has evolved, over the years, into one of the Houston metropolitan region’s most
attractive “bedroom” communities. Geographically located near a number of major
thoroughfares, this auto-oriented community is primarily residential with a growing
commercial presence developing near high volume roads and intersections.

CHOICES AND PRIORITIES:
For the plan to be effective,
community issues must be
researched and analyzed,
solutions and alternatives
evaluated, and a realistic and
feasible plan of action put in
place to overcome the
problem. The evaluation of
alternatives for resolving
issues – and the selection of
one or more strategies that
are both reasonable and
acceptable – are essential
elements of the community
planning process.

Since the early 1970s, Missouri City has experienced significant population growth
and, in effect, has planned its community in order to provide sufficient and quality
living opportunities for its diverse residential population. New and proposed
developments such as a hospital, County library, and a Houston Community College
campus provide new and exciting opportunities that continue to answer the increasing
demands of a growing population. While planning for the future, Missouri City faces
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1853 Buffalo Bayou,

1926 First town

in Fort Bend County
to use natural gas by
way of pipeline.

Brazos, and Colorado
Railway (BBB&C) began
operating a rail line that
stretched from Houston to
Stafford and was the first
operating railway in
Texas.

1860

1894

The settlement was
officially registered in the
State of Texas. The first
settlers came from Arlington,
Texas. They prospered
through farming and
ranching.

1880

1920

1900

1900 A train depot, which had been
built near where the current Texas
Parkway crosses the tracks, changes its
name to Pike Road. With new depot,
Missouri City became a shipping point for
the Blue Ridge Oil field and salt mine.
The railroad also provided an easy way for
residents to work in adjacent towns –
a precedent that continues through today.

A historical
Timeline of
Missouri City

1879

Two real estate investors bought
four square miles of land directly along the
route of the BBB&C. They put this land up
for sale and advertised the property in St.
Louis, Missouri as ʺa land of genial sunshine
and eternal summer.ʺ The area was named
“Missouri City” to promote development.

1960’
1960’s In the early
1936 During the depression
the population was only 86.

1940’
1940’s Increases in
the use and convenience
of the automobile make
Missouri City an
attractive community for
commuters. As a
“bedroom community”
the village developed
around the needs of the
residential population.

1940

1960ʹs, Fondren Park
Subdivision and Quail
Valley Subdivision are
developed, ushering in an
era of new subdivision
development and
population growth.

1970

1960
Houston annexation
rumors, leading
citizens moved to
incorporate Missouri
City and avoid the
annexation threat.
Elections were held on
March 13th and voters
approved the
incorporation.

The U.S. Census showed
Missouri City with 100 inhabitants
and three businesses. This
environment offered a safe,
comfortable place in which to live,
with high‐quality schools close by.
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1989
Major
rewrite of the
Subdivision
Ordinance.

Ad
valorem (based on
value) property tax
initiated.
1981 Zoning is
established.

1956 Amid

1940

1998

1980

The Missouri City
Public Safety Headquarters
Building (Police Department,
Fire & Rescue Services, Fire
Station #1) was dedicated on
June 11. Missouri City
completed Fire Stations #3
and #4 in January 1999.

2003

Land Use Plan
Update completed.

2000

1986 The population of
Missouri City was 35,347. A
17‐acre civic/community
center was developed that
contained City Hall, the
municipal court/planning &
inspections building, and a
civic auditorium.

1980

Planning Department
created and first Director of Planning
hired.

1974 Missouri City
became Home Rule City
upon adoption of a Charter
by its citizens. The Council‐
Manager form of
government was chosen.

2007

Park
Master Plan
completed.
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the challenges of accommodating the needs and desires of a growing population
(e.g., building additional housing units, expanding housing options, providing
sufficient schools and infrastructure, providing further commercial opportunities),
attracting and retaining younger residents, and preserving and protecting green space
and environmentally sensitive areas. Before looking at the future, however, it is
important to consider past and current conditions through a demographic and
socioeconomic assessment of Missouri City.

Current Demographic Trends
Future Population Growth
This population analysis presents current trends as well as projections related to
population growth and demographic characteristics for the future. In order to assess
the current status of growth, several historical benchmarks are presented in addition to
the projected population increases. Growth is primarily the result of providing
housing and jobs so new residents and businesses can foster a healthy, expanding
local economy. The new development will continue to place demands on the area’s
roads, water, sewer, drainage, schools, parks, police, fire, and other services provided
by government or public utilities such as telephone, gas, and electricity. Planning for
growth addresses not only absolute growth and growth rate, but seeks to anticipate the
impact upon physical facilities and the City’s fiscal outlook.
Population projections of the Missouri City Planning Department (2008), HoustonGalveston Area Council (2005), and Texas Water Development Board (2006) were
considered for this plan. The horizon of these forecasts ranges from 2018 (City) to
2040 (TWDB). It should be noted that smaller-area population growth at a sub-county
level is strongly influenced by less predictable nuances such as annexations, housing
prices, and availability of vacant land to develop. Locally prepared projections are
usually better at factoring in these considerations.
As displayed in Figure 1.1, Population Projections, the City and H-GAC scenarios
are very similar and generally assume continuation of the growth trend experienced in
Missouri City the last several decades. These projections reflect a steady increase
from the Census 2000 count of 52,913 persons. The mid-term projection from the
Missouri City Planning Department (Table 1.1, Ten Year Population Projections)
places the 2018 population at 76,182 persons while assuming a 2008 population of
66,512. The H-GAC projection ultimately reaches 101,799 persons in 2040. The
Texas Water Development Board scenario is included for information purposes but is
considered unrealistic given its extreme departure from the City’s recent growth path.
While the Board’s projections are typically higher than most to avoid underestimating
future water supply needs, Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee members
concurred that the City and H-GAC projections are more in line with anticipated
development activity and the population this will likely add in coming years.

Data Availability: This
Comprehensive Plan was
prepared toward the end of a
decade. This is when one‐of‐
a‐kind data from the last
decennial U.S. Census is
growing increasingly out of
date and data from the next
census is still up to five years
away. In the meantime,
results from the last census
are still, in many cases, the
best source of data about
socioeconomic conditions at
the local community level.
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Figure 1.1, Population Projections
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Source: U.S. Census (2000), TWDB (2006), H-GAC (2005), City of Missouri City Planning Department (2008)

Table 1.1, Ten Year Population Projections
City Population Projections
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

66,512

67,562

68,532

69,330

70,255

71,158

72,040

73,024

74,091

75,144

76,182

Source: Missouri City Planning Department (2008)

Age and Households
Two age cohorts clearly stand out among the general population: Children under the
age of 20 and middle-age adults between the ages of 35 and 50 years. These two age
groups combined to comprise over 66 percent of the total population in Missouri City
as of the 2000 Census. This age distribution is associated with family households and
supports the assessment that Missouri City’s identity is a community of families.
Overall patterns of age in Missouri City indicate a similar population to the rest of the
United States, with a median age of 35.5 years in Missouri City compared to
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35.3 years for the U.S.
This
typical age characteristic is also
revealed in the age cohort chart
displayed in Figure 1.2, Age and
Gender Cohorts.
Furthermore, an analysis of
households in Missouri City
indicates that 85.8 percent are
family households and 14.2
percent were non-family households as of the 2000 Census. This
is a slightly higher percentage of
households than in Fort Bend
County (83.9%) or the State of
Texas (82.5%).
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Figure 1.2, Age and Gender Cohorts
U.S . Female
U.S . Male

80 to 84 years

Missouri City Male
Missouri City Female

70 to 74 years
60 to 64 years
50 to 54 years
40 to 44 years
30 to 34 years

The racial profile of Missouri City shows more
diversity than the average Texas community.
As displayed in Figure 1.3, Racial
Composition, 44.3 percent of the City
population identified their race in the 2000
Census as White. This racial composition is
very diverse compared to Sugar Land
(66% white) and Pearland (83.3% white).
When comparing Texas and Fort Bend County
racial statistics, there is also a much larger
proportion of white residents in the State
(71%) and the County (57%). Missouri City’s
racial mix includes high percentages of
Black/African-American
(38.3%),
Asian
(10.6%) and Hispanic (10.9%) residents, and
the community will continue to be diverse in
the future.

11

9

7

3

1

1

3

5

7

9

11

Racial Characteristics

5

20 to 24 years

Not surprisingly, the identity of
Missouri City as a community of
10 to 14 years
families is also reflected in the
higher number of persons per
Under 5 years
household. Missouri City had an
average of 3.09 persons per
Percent
household, which is significantly
larger than the national average of
2.59 persons per household. As a
comparison, the average household size is also slightly lower than neighboring Sugar
Land at 3.14 persons per household.

Source: U.S. Census (2000)

Figure 1.3, Racial Composition
Two or more race s
2.1%
Texas
Fort Bend Co unty
S ugar Land
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Black or African
Ame rican
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44.3%
0%
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40%
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Source: U.S. Census (2000)
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Household Income
As illustrated in Figure 1.4, Median Household Incomes, the median in Missouri
City was $72,434 in 1999. These income levels are somewhat higher than the Fort
Bend County median ($63,831), but they represent a much higher income level than
the State ($39,927) as well as the U.S. ($41,994). Between the 2000 Census and 2006
Census estimate, the median household income had risen by 9.2 percent, up to
$79,132.

Figure 1.4, Median Household Incomes
Texas

$39,927

Fo rt Bend Co unty

$63,831

S ug ar Land

$81,767

Pearland

$64,156

Misso uri City

$72,434

$0

$20,000

$40,000

Source: U.S. Census (2000)

The U.S. Census Bureau uses a set of household income
thresholds that vary by family size and composition to
determine who is classified as living in poverty. If the total
income for a family or household of unrelated individuals falls
below the relevant poverty threshold, the family or household is
classified as being “below the poverty level.” Missouri City has
a very low level of poverty: 2.4 percent of households were
classified as living in poverty in 1999. This poverty benchmark
indicates that Missouri City has a lower level of poverty than
Fort Bend County (5.5 percent), Texas (12.0 percent), and the
U.S. (9 percent).

Transportation

Missouri City residents maintain a relatively high number of
$60,000 $80,000 $100,000
vehicles per household. Less than one-third (30.7 percent) of
the housing units had access to one or no cars in 2000, with the
other two-thirds (69.3) having access to two or more cars.
When these numbers are compared nationally since 1960, it is
clear that the number of vehicles available per housing unit has increased steadily.
This is even more significant when taking into account the national trend that the
number of persons per household has been shrinking since 1960. It can be assumed
that Missouri City has followed this trend of slightly increasing levels of car
ownership with every passing decade.
The impact of this increasing car ownership is not only visible with traffic congestion
and parking demand. It is also a budgetary concern for construction and design of
facilities as automobile access requires more space for parking and road
improvements.
Table 1.2, Transportation Mode Shares for Commuting to Work, illustrates that
Missouri City’s predominant commuting trend as of the 2000 Census was single

Table 1.2, Transportation Mode Shares for Commuting to Work
Transportation Mode Shares for Commuting to Work
Missouri City

Sugar Land

Fort Bend County

Texas

US

Car, Truck, or Van ‐‐ drove alone

83.8%

84.3%

81.6%

77.7%

75.7%

Car, Truck, or Van ‐‐ Carpooled

11.4%

9.3%

12.6%

14.5%

12.2%

Public Transportation (including taxicab)

1.7%

1.4%

1.7%

1.9%

4.7%

Walked

0.3%

0.2%

0.5%

1.9%

2.9%

Other Means

0.6%

0.6%

0.8%

1.2%

1.2%

Worked at Home

2.3%

4.1%

2.9%

2.8%

3.3%

Source: U.S. Census
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occupancy automobiles (83.8 percent). Other transportation methods utilized in work
commutes included carpooling (11.4 percent), public transportation (1.7 percent),
walking (0.3 percent), other means (0.6 percent), and working at home (2.3 percent).
The general transportation mode trends of Missouri City closely resemble those of
Sugar Land and Fort Bend County. The lack of significant transit use in these areas
contrasts with national trends.
When considering the fact that one of Missouri City’s largest age groups (under
16 years) does not drive automobiles and is reliant on other means of transportation, it
is especially important that the needs of younger residents are included in
transportation planning and site design. This need for accessibility also holds true for
the older population, which is expected to increase in the future. Facility design
decisions should require a higher level of accessibility in order to accommodate an
increased number of non-automobile users and allow for increased transportation
choices, including pedestrian access.

Commuting Patterns
Since most residents work outside of the City, transportation issues such as highway
congestion and transit options will be key issues in the future development of
Missouri City. The 2006 Census estimate indicates that 91.1 percent of Missouri City
residents work outside of Missouri City. This is a stark contrast to the national
average in which only 69 percent of the U.S. population works outside of the city in
which they live. This reemphasizes the “bedroom” or “commuter” community
characterization of Missouri City. Although there has been much more local job
creation in Missouri City in the last 10 years, the predominant trend remains.
This commuting trend is exemplified by the Missouri City daytime population change
due to employment: -19,073 (-36.0%). According to the 2000 Census, only
2,433 workers (9.2%) lived and worked in Missouri City. By comparison:
♦

7,254 workers (23.8%) lived and worked in Sugar Land. The Sugar Land
daytime population change due to commuting: +2,510 (+4.0%).

♦

1,248 workers (15.2%) lived and worked in Stafford. The Stafford daytime
population change due to commuting: +8,512 (+54.3%).

Missouri City provides fewer employment opportunities for its residents compared to
adjacent communities. The change in daytime population has significant effects on
transportation systems and the local tax base. This information reaffirms the
assumption that a significant number of residents leave Missouri City to seek jobs in
other communities.
The mean travel time to work for Missouri City residents is 32.4 minutes, which is
similar to other County residents (31.5 minutes). However, the Missouri City
commute time is longer than the mean travel time for Texas (24.6 minutes) and the
U.S. (25.0 minutes). This is not surprising since most residents work outside the City
and therefore, must commute longer distances for work.
Since going to work involves traveling to another city for most residents, and since
the automobile is the most frequently used mode of transportation, there is traffic
congestion created by daily commuters. Additionally, the automobile almost
becomes a necessity to the average household since residing in Missouri City is
difficult without owning a vehicle.
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Housing Occupancy
Missouri City has become a family-oriented community, especially when it comes to
housing. The community is primarily single-family dwellings with 86.4% of those
units being single-family owner-occupied as of the 2000 Census. Also, the
predominant housing type of the community is the single-family, detached unit,
making up 93.9 percent of all housing.

Figure 1.5, Owner Occupied Units by Percentage
63.8%

Texas

2000
1990
80.8%

Fort Bend County, TX

84.1%

S ugar Land, TX

79.4%

Pearland, TX

90.8%

Missouri City, TX

0%

20%

Source: U.S. Census

40%

Missouri City had an owner-occupancy rate of
90.8 percent and a renter-occupancy rate of
9.2 percent among occupied units. When
comparing these 2000 rates on a regional level in
Figure 1.5, Owner Occupied Units by
Percentage, Missouri City (90.8 percent)
exhibited a higher level of owner-occupied units
than Pearland (79.4 percent), Sugar Land
(84.1 percent),
and
Fort
Bend
County
(80.8 percent), as well as the State (63.8 percent).
According to the 2000 Census, Missouri City also
had a lower vacancy rate (2.4 percent) than
Pearland (5.2 percent), Sugar Land (2.7 percent),
Fort Bend County (4.4 percent) and Texas
(9.4 percent).

Higher rates of owner occupancy are commonly
associated with neighborhood stability. Home
ownership typically inspires residents to maintain
their properties and invest in their home. A wellmaintained neighborhood is also less likely to
attract criminal activity. In addition, having greater variety in dwelling types and
sizes, such as townhomes and patio homes along with a wide range of detached
dwelling styles, will create more options for potential Missouri City residents, as well
as for existing residents wishing to “downsize” at some point without leaving the
area.
60%

80%

100%

The increase in housing units outpaced the population gain between 1990 and 2000,
increasing from 12,346 to 17,481 units (including 1,578 renter-occupied units). This
trend is, in part, a result of household size, which decreased from 3.12 to 3.09 persons
per household over the same period. Some factors that may play a role in Missouri
City’s future owner-occupancy rate include the type of housing stock available, price
of housing units (and relative rental costs), age characteristics of the population
(e.g., extent of young singles and families, “empty nesters,” senior residents, etc.),
and how many residents are not interested in pursuing or continuing home ownership.

Age of Housing Units
Shown in Figure 1.6, Age of Housing Units, is the age of housing structures within
Missouri City as of the 2000 Census. As displayed, very little (6 percent) of the
housing in Missouri City was built before the 1970s. Comparatively, from 1970
through 1990, 63 percent of the total housing was built. Therefore, most housing is
relatively new in the community, which is influenced, along with the population
growth, by the amount of ongoing residential building activity.
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Although most buildings may be relatively new,
maintenance and upkeep continue on buildings built in the
1970s and 1980s. As neighborhoods age, there are
additional requirements for home repairs, home
expansions, landscaping upkeep, sidewalk replacement,
and street repaving.
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Figure 1.6, Age of Housing Units
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A direct relationship can be demonstrated between
population growth and the age of residential structures
within the community. Between 1970 and 1990, Missouri
City’s population size had risen from 4,136 persons to
36,176 persons – an increase of 775 percent over
20 years. During the same time period, 10,630 new
housing units had been added from the previous total of
1,032 before 1970, an increase of approximately
930 percent.

Source: U.S. Census

To facilitate the process of updating its Comprehensive
Plan, the City of Missouri City in Fall 2007 engaged a planning consultant and then
appointed a broadly-representative Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee (CPAC,
including liaisons from City Council and the Planning & Zoning Commission) to
work with City officials, staff and residents. Over the course of roughly a one year
period, a variety of public outreach and involvement activities were conducted,
background studies were completed, and individual elements of the plan were drafted,
reviewed and refined to arrive at an overall draft plan document for public and official
consideration.

Chapter 1 - Introduction
This chapter explains the purpose of planning and the value that will be accrued from
undertaking a comprehensive planning process in Missouri City and its extraterritorial
planning area. It also documents the public participation activities that served as the
foundation of the planning process, including the essential role of the City-appointed
Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee (CPAC), which led to consensus goals and
policies for this updated plan. Another important element is a demographic profile of
the community, which highlights key trends and provides background and context for
the planning process.

Chapter 2 - Land Use & Community Character
This chapter provides a vision for the future physical development of Missouri City
and preferred growth areas in its extraterritorial jurisdiction. The purpose of this
chapter is to establish the necessary policy guidance that will enable sound decisionmaking about the compatibility and appropriateness of individual developments
within the context of the larger community. The land use and community design
elements will serve as the City’s policy for directing ongoing development and
managing future growth, preserving valued areas and lands, and protecting the
integrity of neighborhoods, while also safeguarding and enhancing community image
and aesthetics. All of these strategies are intended to achieve and maintain an
envisioned community character for Missouri City.
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Chapter 3 - Growth Capacity
This chapter outlines methods by which the City can effectively manage its future
development in a wise and fiscally responsible manner. It includes discussion of the
community’s utility infrastructure and public service capacities, both for serving
today’s community as well as future development and population. It then outlines
policies regarding how the City intends to accommodate growth and new
development to ensure efficient land and roadway network utilization, orderly
extension of public services, and achievement of a desired urban form and character
over the coming decades.

Chapter 4 - Parks & Recreation
This chapter provides an inventory of existing parks and recreational resources,
leading to an analysis of current conditions and an assessment of existing and future
needs. A service analysis is included to evaluate the locations of existing sites and
facilities relative to the existing and planned pattern of development. A plan for
enhancing existing sites and providing facilities concurrent with new development
reflects the findings and direction of the City’s recently adopted Parks Master Plan.

Chapter 5 - Mobility
This chapter addresses community-wide mobility needs on all levels, from sidewalks
and bike routes, to local streets and neighborhood access, to arterial roadways and
highways, as well as public transit. This plan element includes an updated
Thoroughfare Plan, which is the long-term plan for orderly development of an overall
system of roadways for the City and its planning area. This long-range planning tool
is to be used as a guide for securing rights-of-way and upgrading and extending the
network of arterial and collector roads and highways in an efficient manner. This
should be done concurrent with ongoing development and consistent with the urban
form and community character objectives contained in the Land Use & Community
Character chapter.

Chapter 6 - Implementation
This final chapter utilizes the recommendations of the individual plan elements to
consolidate an overall strategy for executing the Comprehensive Plan, particularly for
the highest-priority initiatives that will be first on the community’s action agenda.
Specific tasks are cited which must be accomplished to achieve the community’s
vision and goals. This chapter also outlines the organizational structure necessary to
implement the plan effectively, including roles and responsibilities, and establishes a
process for annual and periodic appraisal of plan implementation efforts and
necessary updating of the plan.
The plan development process provided various opportunities for citizens and
community leaders to participate in planning for Missouri City’s future and have their
individual concerns heard and taken into account. The comments and ideas received
through this process are woven throughout this plan document in the form of issue
summaries, goal and objective statements, and specific recommendations for action.
The CPAC reviewed, discussed, and provided input to each of the plan chapters, with
additional input from various community stakeholders. Upon incremental review of
all six chapters, the advisory committee made a recommendation for plan acceptance
and adoption. Following a joint workshop between City Council and the Planning &
Zoning Commission to consider plan implementation priorities, plan adoption
occurred after a City Council public hearing on the final proposed plan.
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Additional Information
Additional indicator data and background information on Missouri City is available
from the following sources:
♦

City of Missouri City Official Website
http://www.missouricitytx.gov/

♦

Greater Fort Bend Economic Development Council
http://www.fortbendcounty.org

♦

Fort Bend County Chamber of Commerce
http://www.fortbendchamber.com/index.asp

♦

Fort Bend County Official Website
http://www.co.fort-bend.tx.us/

♦

Texas State Data Center
http://txsdc.utsa.edu/

♦

Texas Workforce Commission, Labor Market Information
http://www.tracer2.com/

♦

U.S. Bureau of the Census, American FactFinder website
http://factfinder.census.gov/home/saff/main.html?_land=en
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How, when and where land is used in a community affects so
much else, from traffic circulation to utility infrastructure needs,
housing choices, the natural environment, and the proximity of
shopping, parks and schools. Missouri City residents and leaders
mentioned all these as priorities as they look ahead to the next
20 years of continuing growth and development. These factors
also play a role in shaping the community's appeal for business
activity and economic investment. This core chapter of the
Comprehensive Plan is intended to ensure that community
expectations for compatible land use and development quality
are met. The chapter also emphasizes the concepts of "community
character," which goes beyond the basic use of land (residential,
commercial, industrial) to consider the arrangement and design
of buildings, their associated sites, and entire neighborhoods and
districts. Whether new development or redevelopment or private
or public construction, the pattern of land use—plus its intensity
and appearance—determines both the character and image of the
community over the long term.

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to establish the necessary policy guidance to enable the
City of Missouri City to plan effectively for future growth, development, and
redevelopment. Sound planning is essential to ensure that the community is prepared
for anticipated growth, can serve it adequately with public services, and can manage
its impacts to maintain compatibility of land uses and preserve community character.
Along with the text and illustrations in this chapter, a Future Land Use & Character
map depicts the City’s policies visually, particularly the priority the community places
on well planned growth, protection of neighborhood integrity, preservation of valued
areas and lands, and enhancement of Missouri City’s appearance. To this end, this
plan chapter also addresses urban design considerations, which further influence
Missouri City’s attractiveness and livability. The purpose is to document unique and

2.1
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appealing aspects of the area’s natural and built environments and ensure that
community image and aesthetics are safeguarded and enhanced as part of ongoing
growth guidance efforts.
The preparation of this chapter involved examination of the community’s past and
projected growth, the existing pattern and character of development, and features such
as flood-prone areas and government owned lands which present constraints to future
development. The vision as to how Missouri City will develop in the future was also
formed by the concerns and ideas expressed by residents during focus group sessions
and a community-wide forum event, and through a series of working meetings with
the Comprehensive Plan Advisory Committee.

Community Character
Throughout this chapter the term “community character” is used. Community
character goes beyond typical categorization of the functional use of land—such as
residential, commercial, and industrial—to account, as well, for the physical traits one
can see in an area that contribute to its “look and feel.” A character-based approach
focuses on development intensity, which encompasses the density and layout of
residential development; the scale and form of non-residential development; and the
amount of building and pavement coverage (impervious cover) relative to the extent
of open space and natural vegetation or landscaping. This applies both on individual
development sites and across entire areas.
It is this combination of basic land use and the
characteristics of such use that more accurately
determines the real compatibility and quality of
development, as opposed to just land use alone.
Aesthetic enhancements such as the design of
buildings, landscaping and screening, sign control,
and site amenities also contribute to enhanced
community character.
The community character approach can be applied to
the typical range of land use types. Examples include:

This segment of Cartwright Road, west of Columbia Blue Drive, features
three adjacent areas developed for single-family residential use, but
each exhibiting a much different character—closer to Suburban on the
left, Estate in the middle, and Auto-Oriented Residential on the right,
as elaborated upon further within this chapter.
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♦

a single-family home situated on a relatively
large lot, with many mature trees and substantial
separation from neighboring homes, versus a
single-family bungalow on a small, narrow lot
with rear-alley access and minimal yard space or
vegetation;

♦

a master-planned business park in a campus-like
setting versus an office building on a site
dominated by surface parking;

♦

“storefront” shops and small cafes in a walkable,
“neighborhood commercial” setting versus “big
box” stores and associated pad-site restaurants
and retailers in a large-scale shopping center
dominated by surface parking, with minimal
landscaping;
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♦

a manufacturing facility that is on a large site accented by mature trees and
extensive landscaping versus an intensive industrial operation, with extensive
outdoor activity and unscreened equipment and storage; or

♦

a public library or community center that is designed to be compatible with the
surrounding residential neighborhood versus a municipal public works
maintenance and storage site that is as intensive as most private industrial sites in
the community.

2

Therefore, examined in this chapter is the generalized use of land in Missouri City,
along with the character of neighborhoods, commercial areas and corridors, and
undeveloped and rural settings. This approach allows the formulation of standards to
achieve the desired character in newly-developing areas, redevelopment and infill
areas, and areas where a more rural atmosphere is desired for the long term.

Issues & Opportunities
Through the plan development process a number of issues and concerns were
expressed related to land use and development patterns in Missouri City, as well as
various urban design features in involving both private site development and public
spaces. These discussions formed the basis of the following issue summaries, along
with assessment of existing conditions, review of previous plans and special area
studies, and consideration of expected future growth trends. These statements bring
focus to this Plan regarding the community’s values, expectations and priorities for
future land use and urban design in Missouri City.

Increasing Community Cohesion
Situated as it is on Texas’ flat coastal plain, Missouri City is a spread-out community
separated in places by major highway and rail corridors and drainageways. The City
also developed over time as a community of numerous subdivisions and associated
utility districts. It was mentioned often during the long-range planning process that
while there is great community spirit in Missouri City, residents still sometimes lack a
sense of connection to their overall community and all that it has to offer—and could
offer in the future.
Key planning considerations for increasing community cohesion in Missouri City
include:
1.

Careful planning for the build-out of remaining developable areas.

2.

Responding to the desire for “centers” and focal points, whether in the form of a
high-profile Town Center for the entire community or a series of nodes and
neighborhood centers.

3.

Pursuing open space preservation initiatives that benefit the entire community
over the long term, such as the City’s recent acquisition of the former Quail
Valley Country Club property.

4.

Improving the sense of connection in the far north neighborhoods of Missouri
City, and preparing for the eventual absorption of Sienna Plantation into the
community at some point in the future.

5.

Enhancing older corridors such as Texas Parkway and Cartwright Road to
balance the substantial investment focus along the State Highway 6 corridor.
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6.

Working to “turn the cars around” and reduce the leakage of retail spending out
of the community by encouraging higher-quality restaurants, more medical
services, and other amenities that residents wish to patronize locally rather than
elsewhere.

Achieving More Varied Development

Missouri City Residents
Say …
“A full-service city must
have choices.”

In every basic land use category, Missouri City has the potential for greater diversity
of development types and forms as the community matures toward build-out. The
reasons for pursuing this course are manifold, including greater tax base
diversification, greater housing choice, and enhanced amenities for residents and
visitors.
Key planning considerations for achieving more varied development in Missouri
City—many of which the City is already pursuing through its programs and
ordinances—include:
1.

Addressing “life cycle” housing needs by offering a wider range of housing types
and price ranges so that residents can make lifestyle transitions as they age
(e.g., from “starter” housing, perhaps into a larger dwelling to accommodate a
family, then perhaps into an “empty nester” situation, and finally into a downsized space and/or “assisted living” or full-time care facility as health conditions
dictate).

2.

Capitalizing and expanding upon industrial and warehouse/distribution
development in the industrially-zoned areas of north Missouri City.

3.

Attracting more significant office development in appropriate areas of the
community.

4.

Pursuing development possibilities with an urban character in the vicinity of Fort
Bend Parkway given the extent of available land and its accessibility and high
visibility.

5.

Encouraging mixed-use, compact, pedestrian-oriented developments that can
serve the “node” function desired by residents and include the types of amenities
currently absent in Missouri City.

6.

Determining the potential for transit-oriented development outcomes should
commuter rail service come to Missouri City in coming years.

“We lack living and
housing choices.”
“Everybody wants
commercial, but they don’t
want it in their back yard.”
“We need neighborhood
centers, such as
convenience services
along Texas Parkway
versus Highway 6.”
“We need office,
professional, and medical
opportunities.”
“I want eco-friendly
development.”

Transitioning to a Redevelopment Focus
Over the 20-year horizon of this Comprehensive Plan, much of the remaining
developable land in Missouri City and its ETJ will be effectively built out. Once this
occurs, the focus will shift from new development to maintenance of recent
investment and redevelopment of older sites and structures. This is already occurring
in certain areas of the community, especially through the City’s Texas
Parkway/Cartwright Road revitalization initiative, as well as through zoning
ordinance amendments intended to provide redevelopment options.
Key planning considerations for transitioning to a redevelopment focus on a broader
scale in coming years include:
1.
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Taking steps to make redevelopment efforts attractive in older areas of the
community, including incentives and potential relief from regulatory provisions
geared toward new developments.
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2.

Emphasizing neighborhood integrity and protection more than ever as both
residential structures and streets and other local infrastructure continue to age.

3.

Redoubling efforts to revive and/or promote re-use of vacant and obsolete retail
properties.

4.

Ensuring adequate standards and oversight of infill development on scattered
remaining parcels and more marginal sites.

5.

Building upon strategic public investments, such as the recent reconstruction of
the US 90-A corridor.

2

Missouri City Residents
Say …

Ensuring a Green Community
As growth and development proceeds in and around Missouri City, residents are
concerned about the loss of green and open spaces and reduction in existing trees and
vegetation. They appreciate how the community’s natural setting contributes to
quality of life, City image, neighborhood quality, corridor aesthetics, softening of an
urbanizing environment, and stormwater management.

“Stop stripping out our
corridors.”
“Highway 6 should look

Key planning considerations for ensuring a green community include:

like a boulevard, not a

1.

Using character-focused planning and zoning methods, which emphasize
effective protection of natural resources.

highway.”

2.

Encouraging even more extensive use of planned development approaches to
gain the typical ecological benefits of master-planned projects that set aside
significant site area for permanent open space and greenways, make storm water
management a central design feature and development amenity, and utilize
cluster development and other Low Impact Development practices.

“I want commercial

3.

Identifying and prioritizing strategic sites and resource areas for potential public
acquisition, especially as the community approaches build-out.

clusters, not strips that
ruin the view and feel and
livability.”
“There are opportunities
for unique redevelopment

Emphasizing Quality Design and Community Appearance
Various reports and public discussions in recent years have highlighted Missouri
City’s efforts to establish a distinct identity and image. This Plan highlights residents’
continuing desire for more prominent and substantial destination features in their
community, including a mixed-use “town center” and a major focal point for
recreation and hospitality activities, which is occurring through the Quail Valley
Parks Project and golf course enhancements as well as efforts to establish a
continuous greenbelt with extensive public access along the Brazos River corridor.
Missouri City has also created a positive image over the years through the design
quality of its residential and non-residential development.

with a suburban
character.”
“Our city is growing up
and recognizing itself.”

Key planning considerations for emphasizing and maintaining quality design and
community appearance include:
1.

Pursuing opportunities to create unique, signature areas in the community
(particular destinations, corridors, public facilities, parks and natural preserves,
etc.).

2.

Enhancing first impressions and “front door” appearance by focusing on
community entries, as has been done so well for so many individual
neighborhoods and developments in the interior of the City.

3.

Coordinating gateway improvements and respective identities with neighboring
cities.
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4.

Enhancing wayfinding in Missouri City, not only to help residents and visitors
navigate the community and find its key destinations, but also as a potential
unifying design element across the City.

5.

Considering public actions or public/private options for addressing the long-term
upkeep and appearance of subdivision perimeter fencing, especially basic wood
fencing, along corridors.

6.

Given Missouri City’s auto-oriented nature, focusing on corridors as the key
physical element that determines how residents and visitors form their
impressions of the community.

Goals, Objectives &
Action Recommendations
The following goals, objectives, and recommended actions were formulated to
address the specific issues and needs outlined above. The goals reflect the overall
vision of the community, which may be achieved by pursuing the objectives and by
acting on the recommendations. It is important to note that these are also general
statements of policy that may be cited when reviewing development proposals and
used in making important community investment decisions regarding the provision
and timing of facilities and services.
Goal 2.1: A more cohesive city.
Pursue strategies to make Missouri City a more physically connected community.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Promote more direct connections between commercial developments and nearby
neighborhoods by encouraging placement of pedestrian and bicycle paths
through, and not just within, the transitional buffer yards between differing uses
(as provided for in Section 11.4.E.1.c of the City’s zoning code).
Build upon the findings and recommendations of the recent Texas ParkwayCartwright Road Corridor Study to spur redevelopment activity in the older areas
of the community that would benefit all residents. This is especially needed for
vacant commercial sites which have left gaps of inactivity in the community’s
current development pattern.
Establish a dynamic economic development function in Missouri City to focus on
recruitment of the lifestyle amenities desired by residents (dining, retail,
medical)—and so these can be patronized and enjoyed locally.
Implement the Trails Master Plan to gain the recreational and mobility benefits of
better linkages between neighborhoods and commercial and civic destinations in
the community.
Continue coordination with nearby cities, Fort Bend County, and other public and
private partners working to establish a permanent green corridor along the Brazos
River for the benefit of area residents.

Goal 2.2: More varied development to move beyond a “bedroom community”
perception of Missouri City.
Use development code provisions and direct recruitment to promote a balance of land
use types as the community builds out in coming years.
1.
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Encourage multiple housing types and floor plans in new subdivisions and
master-planned developments to offer a variety of housing choices to residents.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

A combination of housing options and lot sizes will promote life cycle housing
opportunities in the community that will be useful for attracting and retaining
younger families and older residents.
In establishing a more formal economic development function in Missouri City,
as suggested under Goal 2.1, also focus on the recruitment of more significant
office and light industrial development to expand local employment
opportunities, bolster the non-residential tax base, and build out the areas zoned
for such purposes in the northern part of the community.
Together with other incentive measures, apply targeted zoning strategies to
redevelopment areas (e.g., the Texas Parkway and Cartwright Road corridors) to
encourage market-responsive development to occur where there are significant
amounts of underutilized land and vacant structures. Among the permitted
options, the new or adjusted zoning should allow for developments with an urban
character, composed of vertically mixed-use buildings with neighborhoodserving retail and services on the ground floor and residential units on the upper
floors, as well as public amenities such as central plazas and public art.
Pedestrian linkages should also be established between these centers and abutting
neighborhoods to promote non-vehicular access and an inviting, walkable
atmosphere.
Continue to provide opportunity for neighborhood-oriented businesses and
services by focusing on the scale and potential impact of such development near
residences rather than simply restricting allowable uses. (The provisions in the
current “LC” Local Commercial and “LC-1” Local Retail zoning districts take
this approach. First, a maximum floor area is established. This essential standard
is then combined with height limits, yards and building setbacks typical of
residential sites, building variation requirements, and other building and site
design standards which automatically limit the possible development intensity on
the site in terms of building size, needed parking, overall impervious surface,
etc.).
Monitor potential commuter rail implementation in the area, and particularly the
possibility for a transit station location in Missouri City, which could spur transitsupportive development styles and intensities that likely would not otherwise
occur in the community.

2

“The size and architecture
of structures should be
complementary to and
reflective of the character of
the residential
neighborhood served.”

Purpose statement
for Local Commercial
(“LC”) zoning district

Goal 2.3: An ongoing and increasing focus on neighborhood integrity and
commercial redevelopment as the community continues to mature.
Continue Missouri City’s transition to a redevelopment focus as effective build-out of
most remaining, developable land is reached in coming years.
1.

2.

Continue to identify areas of the community that are experiencing, or at risk for
experiencing, disinvestment and decline. Special emphasis should be placed on
sites along commercial corridors and near more stable neighborhoods.
Subsequently, establish targeted infrastructure improvement programs, funding
and incentive programs, and technical and administrative assistance to property
owners to aid in their redevelopment and aesthetic improvement. In some cases
and/or strategic locations, public acquisition may need to be considered. These
types of strategies are already in place in several areas of the community,
including the Texas Parkway-Cartwright Road corridors, through creation and
expansion of Tax Increment Reinvestment Zones and associated financial
incentives and other targeted programs.
Incorporate into the City’s development regulations provisions allowing a
relaxation of specified standards that may prevent or add difficulty to the
redevelopment process, so long as certain precautions and criteria can be met.
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These provisions may apply community-wide or within specified boundaries.
Common constraints to redevelopment include problems with property
ownership and clear title, assembly of numerous small lots into a feasible
development site, site access and circulation, limited areas for parking and
loading, nonconforming setbacks, and on-site drainage requirements or other
infrastructure standards. Certain of the City’s development-related
standards may be acceptable for variations so as not to overburden
areas with longstanding redevelopment needs.
3. Continue a pro-active code enforcement strategy that first offers
helpful assistance to property owners in complying with municipal
codes rather than a punitive approach, so that enforcement
resources may be targeted to the worst areas and offenders.
4. Continue to conduct periodic market studies to determine potential
support for intensive redevelopment concepts for sites and
buildings designed for prior generations of retail development.
Goal 2.4: Public and private development and design practices that
encourage resource conservation and protection.
Instill a “green” development philosophy in Missouri City.
1.

2.

Wal-Mart’s “experimental” store design in
McKinney, Texas, features use of native vegetation,
pervious pavement, detention ponds as amenities,
and solar panels incorporated into the front façade.
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Incorporate explicit resource protection standards into the City’s
development regulations, starting with more direct language in the
purpose statements of both the zoning and subdivision codes. (The
most clearly stated intent to conserve “natural amenities” and
“encourage enhancement and preservation of lands, which are
unique, or of outstanding scenic [or] environmental significance” is
found in zoning code Section 8.1, for Planned Developments,
which account for only a small percentage of the City’s overall
development and redevelopment activity.) Also provide processes
and decision making guidance for assessing potential development
impacts and mitigation options during the early stages of
subdivision design and site planning. (Section 82-169, Preservation
of Historical and Natural Resources, in the City’s subdivision
regulations states only that: “Significant natural features within a
subdivision such as large trees and watercourses should be
preserved, if possible (emphasis added),” and provides no
procedural guidance or definitive standards for accomplishing this
community desire.)
Encourage more extensive use of cluster development in
appropriate areas, particularly to support resource protection
objectives and help preserve the character of estate and rural areas.
The City’s zoning code currently presents clustering as an option
only in the Patio-Cluster Residential (“R-4”) district. Otherwise, an
applicant has to make use of the Planned Development (“PD”)
district mechanism in the zoning code, which can require more time
and be a less predictable process than a standard development
review and approval. Clustering provisions should especially be
added in the Suburban (“SD”) and Rural (“R”) zoning districts,
with appropriate development, buffering, and design standards to
ensure that compatibility is achieved and area character is
maintained. This development option should be promoted with
applicants at the concept plan stage and through educational
seminars for area land planners and developers. A density bonus in
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3.

4.
5.

6.

2

the zoning code would also provide a formal incentive mechanism to reward
greater set-asides of open space with restored or slightly increased development
yield (e.g., number of residential units, square footage of non-residential floor
area).
Accomplish permanent open space preservation, such as parks and greenways,
in strategic locations through direct land acquisition or establishment of
conservation easements, either directly by the City or in partnership with land
owners, conservation land trusts, other jurisdiction, etc.
Apply LEED (Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design) principles in all
public facility planning, construction, and renovation.
Make a density bonus or other municipal incentive available to development
projects that incorporate LEED green building technologies and practices into
site and structural design, as both an incentive and to help offset the potential
added costs of addressing this community desire.
Continue to collaborate with private land owners and developers to plan and
execute master planned developments that gain value from a high degree of
resource protection. This can be accomplished through coordinated land
acquisition (such as for integrated school and park sites and for greenway
establishment or extension) and through creative infrastructure design (such as
regional drainage detention that also serves as a recreational amenity).

Goal 2.5: Quality design and community appearance.
Continue to build upon Missouri City’s reputation for quality residential and
commercial development.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Continue to make clear the community’s expectations for quality design—and
recognize outstanding projects in the process—by using photographic examples
to highlight development best practices. (In Section 7A.2.F of the zoning code,
the City directs applicants to specific commercial and industrial uses previously
built in the community which serve as “portfolios of preferred design for
nonresidential uses.” The City’s Planning Department also maintains a
photographic inventory for applicants.)
Given Missouri City’s primarily auto-oriented nature, encourage well-planned
and designed private developments and redevelopments along the community’s
major corridors.
Consider adopting more explicit design standards to require dedicated pathways
and other features within the expansive parking areas of large auto-oriented
commercial developments to allow for safe movement of pedestrians and
bicyclists on such sites. These design elements can also serve as an aesthetic
enhancement within the overall site design. (The City’s zoning code currently
addresses this design element in Section 11.6.A.2: “Interior landscaping shall be
required to be integrated into the overall design of the surface parking area in
such a manner that it will assist in defining … pedestrian paths …”). Rather than
framing pedestrian paths and refuges as a side benefit of site landscaping, they
should be a fundamental feature of large commercial site design from the start.
Incorporate incentive approaches into the City’s development regulations to
encourage development outcomes that will bolster an area’s intended, distinct
character. In particular, a density bonus can be used to preserve more open space
or resource areas, including floodplain, on a suburban site without penalizing the
developer through reduced development yield. Developments in more urban
areas that locate primary buildings closer to the street rather than set back behind
large parking areas can be rewarded with reduced landscaping requirements for
rear parking areas. Residential subdivisions that incorporate rear garages may be
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

These retail centers, as well as the example site plan,
feature dedicated and attractive pedestrian pathways
between parking areas and building entries.
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allowed a reduced front setback, especially in areas aiming to
achieve Traditional Neighborhood Design (TND). Currently, TND
approaches, including incorporation of walkable commercial areas,
would be difficult without special exceptions or amendments to the
City’s zoning and infrastructure standards.
Create form and design standards for new residential
neighborhoods that will minimize auto-oriented characteristics
where a more suburban character is desired. Examples include:
greater setbacks for garages, as well as side or rear garage
placement versus front loading garages; increasing minimum side
yards in Suburban Residential areas to achieve greater building
separation; and either requiring or providing incentives for street
tree planting.
In coordination with the Texas Department of Transportation,
require Context Sensitive Design approaches in all construction
and rehabilitation projects involving the community’s primary,
high profile corridors (as elaborated upon in the Mobility
chapter).
Prepare special area plans for emerging and potential “community
asset areas” including the reconstructed Highway 90-A corridor
and the vicinity of the key interchange between State Highway 6
and the Fort Bend Parkway Toll Road. These efforts should focus
on defining a development vision, assessing potential market
support, and determining ways the public sector can facilitate
desired private investment and ensure a high level of design quality
and amenities.
Obtain feedback periodically from citizens, the business
community, and elected and appointed officials on development
outcomes resulting from the City’s Architectural Design Standards
(Section 7A of zoning code). This can be incorporated into annual
reporting by the Planning & Zoning Commission. This is to ensure
that the standards are focused on the design elements that are
considered most significant in establishing local image and
protecting community aesthetics, while allowing for and
encouraging creativity in design.
Design and renovate City buildings with area character in mind.
This can have implications for building size and height; building
arrangement and setbacks; roof and window design and façade
treatments; extent of site coverage relative to open space and
landscaping; type of fencing and screening materials; and the
location of site access and parking, among other factors. Also
advocate that public school construction and renovation projects be
designed with respect for area character.

2
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Future Land Use
& Character
As a guide for land development and public improvements, the plan
depicted in Map 2.1, Future Land Use & Character, captures and
incorporates into the City’s policies the community’s values
regarding how and where Missouri City will grow and redevelop
over the course of the next two decades. This is significant since the
goals and strategies contained in this Plan provide the basis for the
City’s development ordinances as the primary tools to implement the
plan.

Character Districts
Described below are the character districts used on the Future Land
Use & Character map. These designations are for the purpose of
establishing the pattern and intended character of future development
and redevelopment. The descriptions express the general intent and
rationale for the land use designations, which is the focus of the
comprehensive planning phase. More specific dimensional
requirements and development and design standards are articulated
through the City’s zoning and subdivision ordinances and other
implementing regulations. Displayed in Table 2.1 are the respective
acreages represented by each category depicted on Map 2.1.

Table 2.1, Future Land Use
& Character
Acreage

Percent
of Total

Rural

1,120.6

6.8%

Designation
Estate

2,048.7

12.4%

Suburban Residential

2,989.8

18.1%

Single‐Family Residential

2,703.4

16.4%

Multi‐Family Residential

324.2

2.0%

Suburban Commercial

1,005.4

6.1%

Commercial

1,067.3

6.5%

Urban

98.8

0.6%

Business Park

2,213.9

13.4%

Community Facility

486.5

2.9%

Park & Recreation

1,326.1

8.0%

Water

1,144.3

6.9%

TOTAL

16 529

100 0%

Rural Character. This designation is for areas with large acreages
(scattered homesteads and pasture land) and very large lot
developments. It may also include clustered residential development
that is offset by a high percentage of open space on the overall tract. Rural character
is usually found in areas on the fringe of the City where adequate infrastructure (e.g.,
improved streets, water/sewer service, fire capacity, etc.) is not yet available—
or must be provided for cluster development.

Keys to Rural Character
f

Wide open landscapes, with no sense of enclosure, and views to the horizon unbroken by buildings.

f

Structures are in the background—or invisible entirely as they blend into the landscape.

f

Very high open space ratios and very low building coverage.

f

Greater building separation than even Estate areas, providing privacy and detachment from neighboring
dwellings.

f

Much greater reliance on natural drainage systems, except where altered significantly by agricultural operations.

f

City residents and tourists attracted by opportunities for country drives and longer distance recreational biking.

f

A more pleasant environment for walking and biking, especially on off‐street trail systems.
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Estate Character. This designation is for large lot development generally
on the fringes but should also be available within the City so this character
and lifestyle setting is not limited only to the ETJ. The minimum lot size is
typically one acre or larger (i.e., large enough to allow for on-site versus
centralized water and wastewater service, consistent with applicable
regulations, although some Estate areas may have public services).

Estate Residential character in Sienna Plantation.

A Suburban Commercial restaurant
example in another community.

Suburban Character (Suburban Residential and Suburban
Commercial). This designation is for areas where both residential and
commercial development forms result in a more green, open feel compared
to more intensively developed areas where buildings, parking areas, and
other improvements cover more of their sites. In Suburban residential
areas, there is more separation between homes (whether through larger
minimum lot sizes and setbacks), and the intervening spaces are devoted
more to trees and vegetation than to paved surfaces. Some developments
that have relatively small lots or closely spaced dwellings may still
achieve a Suburban character if they include golf courses, significant
water features, or other common open space that offsets the residential
density on a portion of the overall site. This set-aside open space can be
devoted to parks and greenways, to buffer adjacent uses, and/or to
preserve wooded areas or stream corridors. A certain percentage of other
types of housing such as patio, village and twin homes could be allowed in
a Suburban residential area subject to density limitations and other design
criteria to preserve the character and ensure compatibility.

The predominance of “green” versus “gray” is also necessary for
commercial development to achieve a Suburban character (usually through
application of site and building design standards). Suburban commercial
development is appropriate for office, retail and services uses abutting
residential neighborhoods (subject to scale limits and “residential in appearance”
design standards) and in other areas where the community’s image and aesthetic value
is to be promoted, such as at “gateways” and high profile corridor locations.

Keys to Suburban Character
f

More horizontal development, often even more spread out than auto‐oriented designs.

f

Space enclosure, if any, provided by trees and vegetation versus buildings.

f

Even larger building setbacks from streets than in auto‐oriented design, but usually providing for more green and open
space versus surface parking along street frontages.

f

More building separation, through larger setbacks and, in some cases, larger lots.

f

Much lower lot coverage and a correspondingly higher open space ratio on sites.

f

More extensive and intensive landscaping than in Urban and auto‐oriented settings.

f

More opportunity for natural drainage and storm water absorption versus concentrated storm water runoff and
conveyance.

f

A more pleasant environment for walking and biking, especially on off‐street trail systems.

f

Alley access and rear parking sometimes incorporated for aesthetic reasons more than the space limitations found in
Urban areas.
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Auto-Oriented Character (Single-Residential, Multi-Family
Residential, and Commercial). This designation typically covers
most areas identified for commercial use, where accommodation of
automobile access, circulation and parking drives the placement of
buildings and overall site design. In residential areas, an AutoOriented character is evident where driveways and garages are the
most prominent feature along neighborhood streets. In such areas,
homes are relatively close together and individual lots have less
extensive yard and landscape areas compared to the more open,
green feel of a Suburban neighborhood. This development form
often provides for areas of more affordable housing within the
community. A reduction in lot size may be allowed in exchange for
a higher percentage of open space on the overall site (which could
also satisfy drainage and parkland dedication requirements). Other
moderate density housing types could be allowed provided there
are buffering requirements and design standards to ensure
compatibility and quality outcomes.
Many attached housing developments (e.g., townhouses,
apartments, condominiums) also take on an Auto-Oriented
character unless design standards and landscaping requirements are
sufficient to move the overall site design toward a Suburban
character (or such housing types can be encouraged within Urban
character areas).

Auto-Oriented Commercial design along State Highway 6,
characterized by substantial setback of principal buildings

2

Keys to Auto‐Oriented Character
f

More horizontal development (mostly one‐
to two‐story buildings).

f

Buildings set back from streets, often to
accommodate surface parking at the front.

f

A very open environment, with streets and
other public spaces not framed by
buildings or vegetation.

f

Significant portions of commercial and
industrial development sites devoted to
access drives, circulation routes, and
surface parking and loading/delivery
areas, making pavement the most
prominent visual feature.

f

Smaller, narrow single‐family lots
dominated by driveways and front‐
loading garages, reducing yard and
landscaping areas.

f

Extent of impervious surface leads to
increased storm water runoff.

f

Auto‐oriented commercial often not
conducive for pedestrian circulation.

f

Structured parking generally not feasible
or practical.

Auto-Oriented residential character in one Missouri City
neighborhood, where driveways and front-loading garages

to accommodate sizable parking areas, “pad” structures

dominate the street scene.

surrounded by parking, a very high ratio of impervious
surface relative to green space, and a wide open, very
horizontal streetscape along the roadway.
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The Woodlands Town Center is a nearby and well-done
example of establishing Urban character through design.

Keys to Urban Character
f

More vertical development (minimum
two‐story buildings).

f

Zero or minimal front setbacks
(building entries and storefronts at the
sidewalk).

f

Streets and other public spaces framed
by buildings.

f

Minimal surface parking (on‐street and
structured parking).

f

Most conducive for pedestrian activity
and interaction.

f

Housing types range from small single‐
family to attached residential (e.g.,
brownstones, townhouses) and multi‐
family residential, often with alley
access and/or rear garages.

Urban Character. This designation is for areas where the most
intensive site development within the community should be
permitted. This may include small lot single family neighborhoods
and developments with attached dwellings. Due to the density,
mixed use is often warranted, which could include commercial and
office uses either as a stand-alone building or vertically integrated
(e.g., first floor retail with residential units above), as well as
“live/work” units. To create an Urban character, buildings must be
of a minimum rather than maximum height and must be situated
close to the street to create enclosure. Parking garages also
contribute to an Urban character by removing surface parking,
creating additional building height and bulk, and offering further
opportunities for ground-level storefronts and office space. An
Urban designation is appropriate adjacent to main thoroughfares
and transit corridors if adequate buffering and separation from
adjacent, less intensive character areas is provided.
Business Park. This designation is for areas already developed as,
or envisioned for office, warehousing/distribution, and/or light
industrial uses in a campus-like environment. In effect, a Suburban
development character is intended, but the separate “BP” designation
is used since such areas are specifically devoted to non-residential
development and enhancement of the community’s tax base. Even
with higher open space standards, a “BP” area typically allows for a
significant building footprint since most such developments offer
large sites. Such areas are almost always governed by private
covenants as well. Both the public and private standards are intended
to create a highly attractive business environment that will encourage
investors to build quality structures, which sets the tone to attract
additional businesses.
In more intensive or industrial-oriented developments, appropriate
standards (intensity limits, building materials, higher landscape
surface area, screening of outdoor storage and loading areas, etc.) can
be applied to the “outer ring” uses that are visible from public rightsof-way and nearby character districts, with reduced standards for
those within the interior.

Community Facilities. This designation includes major public and
civic facilities, such as schools, government buildings, and
cemeteries. “Semi-public” uses such as churches, clubs/lodges, and
other places of assembly are typically not included as they should be
situated and designed in accordance with their respective character areas.
Parks and Recreation. This designation includes the local park and trail system and
other outdoor recreation areas and open spaces available for the use and enjoyment of
residents.
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Missouri City has grown from a community of a few initial
settlers in 1894 to an extensively developed city expected to be
approaching 70,000 residents by 2010 (and with an estimated
16,000 additional people already living within the extraterritorial
jurisdiction, or ETJ, as of 2008). Much of the community’s
dramatic growth has occurred since 1970, when Missouri City
still had less than 5,000 residents. Adding nearly 65,000 people
since that time means the community has grown approximately
13-fold over a four decade period. Projections in this
Comprehensive Plan suggest that Missouri City will gain more
than 30,000 additional residents over the next three decades,
surpassing the 100,000 population mark between 2035 and 2040.
Potential annexation activity in the meantime could result in an
even higher number of residents within the corporate limits.

Introduction
One of the primary functions of most municipalities is to ensure public health and
safety through provision of basic utility services, particularly potable water and
sanitary sewer. However, in Missouri City’s case, nearly all of its growth over the last
50 years—until the last decade or so—has been accommodated through special
districts associated with individual subdivisions and master planned developments.
This has resulted in a very unusual and complex utilities situation. And, as was
pointed out repeatedly during this long-range planning process, the historical
proliferation of utility districts has also contributed to a lack of citywide identity in
Missouri City, with many residents thinking first of their particular homeowners
association or “MUD” rather than the overall community.
Despite this past development model, Missouri City’s increasing size has resulted in a
more mature and sophisticated municipal government. City officials and staff have
applied various growth management tools which are made available to municipalities
through the Texas Local Government Code and other applicable statutes, including
zoning, subdivision regulations, thoroughfare planning and other capital
improvements programming, and fee mechanisms. Nonetheless, a fundamental reality
from Missouri City’s past which will continue into the indefinite future is the City’s

3.1
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lack of control of most utility service. In most jurisdictions this is a central means for
influencing the location and timing of growth and ensuring desired development
outcomes. In addition, utilities provision is a key component in a community’s
economic development efforts and promotional capabilities.

Purpose
This chapter considers the growth outlook for Missouri City over the next several
decades. It then highlights ways in which the community can promote public
investments and a private development environment which will enhance the physical,
social, environmental and financial conditions of the community over the long term.
Because basic utilities management is dispersed in Missouri City and largely not
under the direct control of the City, it is difficult to describe the overall utility status
and outlook. Instead, under the circumstances, this chapter focuses on tools and
techniques the City can use to ensure orderly, beneficial, and fiscally responsible
growth.

Issues & Opportunities
Through the plan development process a number of issues and concerns were
expressed related to Missouri City’s growth outlook and capacity to support such
growth. These discussions formed the basis of the following issue statements, along
with analysis of existing conditions, and examination of expected future growth
trends. These statements bring focus to this Plan regarding the community’s values,
expectations and priorities for growth management in Missouri City. Following the
identification of the key issues is a set of community goals and objectives along with
discussion of necessary implementation steps.

Incremental, Opportunistic Utilities Consolidation
Missouri City’s historical reliance on individual utility districts to provide basic water
and wastewater services ensured more local oversight of utility operations and
associated taxes and fees. However, this dispersed approach to utilities provision and
management also results in inevitable duplication and inefficiencies once the overall
community grows as much as Missouri City has. For example, there are currently
14 wastewater treatment plants operating in and around the community, whereas
many similar size communities function with only a couple of large treatment
facilities. Such economies of scale in other communities mean more unified
administration, operations, purchasing, and staff training/certification; fewer State
discharge permits and all the paperwork, monitoring, reporting, and enforcement
activity associated with these; fewer points of effluent discharge into area waterways;
and, undoubtedly, a lower cost of treatment per gallon.
A similar situation exists with respect to trash collection in Missouri City, with
between 20 and 30 separate contracts necessary across the community given the
number of individual districts and homeowners associations. While direct Cityprovided collection has been extended to all new development in recent years, budget
limitations have prevented any recycling offerings as part of this service. And, while
the City is not involved with certain activities that are basic service responsibilities
for other municipalities, Missouri City must still provide fire protection within the
various utility districts since they focus primarily on domestic water service.
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As a result, the City’s property tax rate applies on top of those of various other taxing
and service-providing jurisdictions in the area (e.g., utility districts, levee
improvement districts, schools and community college, etc.). Most residents also pay
fees to their respective homeowners associations for supplemental neighborhood
services. A current rule of thumb in Missouri City is that a residential property must
reach a value of $260,000 before it pays for itself in terms of tax revenue generated
relative to the cost of necessary services.
Provisions for drainage and storm water management are even more complex in
Missouri City. This is because individual components of the overall drainage system
are owned and managed by an array of separate entities (e.g., the City owns the
gutters, utility districts own the storm sewers, Fort Bend County Drainage District has
responsibility for the ultimate receiving streams—and there are separate floodplain
administrators through levee improvement districts). Once again, rather than unified
control and oversight, the City must coordinate with numerous others to ensure sound
floodplain management practices and public safety in the seven watersheds which
overlap Missouri City. The City must also coordinate with the Harris County Flood
Control District to some extent for drainage to watersheds on the north side. When it
comes to physical improvements, the City is often completing bond-funded
improvements on a variety of storm water facilities that are technically under the
jurisdiction of other entities, which requires further process and legal agreements in
advance. One sign of progress is that the recently updated Mustang Bayou/Lower
Oyster Creek Drainage Master Plan has the City coordinating with various partners on
implementation, whereas the previous watershed plan left the City on its own.
Significant consolidation of the utility systems of individual districts is unlikely in the
near term given practical, technical, financial, and even political constraints—and
especially the varying degrees of debt among the districts, which can raise equity
concerns. Yet, the potential benefits of “regionalization” of utility provision are
important enough that unique opportunities should be monitored and pursued where
they make sense and have a good chance to benefit all parties. This gradual transition
to area-wide treatment facilities is precisely the approach the City’s Wastewater
Master Plan advocates, and the City is moving in this direction—and not only for
wastewater treatment, but for all types of services where “targets of opportunity”
emerge. Such opportunities will gradually come about as the overall community
approaches build-out, as debt assumption becomes less of a factor, and through
attrition as older systems face difficulties in meeting maintenance and rehabilitation
needs, as well as further State and Federal regulatory mandates that may come along.
In the meantime, “coordination” may be the more appropriate term as opposed to true
“consolidation.”
A previous study was initiated in the mid 1990s to compile baseline technical and
financial data needed to evaluate potential utility system consolidations in Missouri
City. However, a true engineering analysis is needed, on a comprehensive level, to
address the fundamental questions of how particular consolidations might be
accomplished and whether they would even be feasible given technical challenges
and cost implications. This should lead to technically sound engineering master plans
to guide ongoing water and wastewater system investment and management activities
by the City, potentially in partnership with others. Yet, the reality is that any
consolidation initiative would likely take place over a number of years. Furthermore,
consolidation would be almost impossible in places where individual systems were
designed in an internalized fashion with no consideration of ever being tied to others.
The lack of elevated water storage in Missouri City is another practical constraint as
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this would be a costly prerequisite, and associated aesthetic concerns have limited
elevated storage in the past. However, even with study conclusions in hand, it is
ultimately a matter of community will as to whether even a more limited, gradual, and
opportunistic approach will be taken on this matter. A side benefit of greater City
involvement in wastewater treatment is the ability to control a significant amount of
discharge volume, which can effluent re-use arrangements more plausible.

Consolidation Successes
• Steep Bank Flat Bank Regional
Wastewater Treatment Plant provides
treatment for First Colony MUD 9
and Fort Bend MUDs 42, 46, 115 and
129. In future it is planned to provide
service also to Fort Bend MUD 149 in
Riverstone and to Sienna Plantation
MUDs 10, 12 and 13 and the Sienna
Plantation Management District (all
through Sienna Plantation Master
MUD 1). This regional plant replaced
the original MUD 9, 42 and 46
facilities and meant that MUDs 115
and 129 did not need to construct
their own plants. It will eventually
replace the existing Sienna plant
located near Houston Community
College‐Sienna.
• Quail Valley Utility Districtʹs
treatment plant serves Quail Valley
UD, Meadowcreek MUD, and
Thunderbird UD.
• Fort Bend WC&ID No. 2 has area‐
wide treatment plants, including the
one that serves all WCID 2 residents
in Missouri City.
• The Vicksburg plant site is being
expanded by the City to eventually
become the Mustang Bayou Regional
Wastewater Treatment Plant, which
will serve both the Vicksburg MUDs
47 and 48 and the Cityʹs Mustang
Bayou Wastewater Service Area.

In the meantime, City officials and staff often must spend considerable
time and effort coordinating with numerous other districts and entities to
make progress on issues that other similar size communities would resolve
much more expeditiously. Even when such cooperative efforts are largely
successful, unanimity of opinion is difficult to achieve, meaning that some
individual players may not participate and a truly comprehensive approach
will remain out of reach.
Key planning considerations for better utilities coordination and
management include:
1.

Exploring opportunities, and clarifying the associated obstacles, for
better integrated water and wastewater utility systems in Missouri
City over the long term.

2.

Monitoring incremental opportunities for potential City involvement
in acquiring and/or consolidating existing facilities.

3.

Anticipating the complexities of converting more areas to surface
water supply north of State Highway 6 after the initial success of
completing a mandated Groundwater Reduction Plan for areas
primarily to the south.

Orderly Growth and Public Service Extension
Despite the service provision limitations Missouri City faces, the City has
not shied away from its municipal growth management role. The City has
gradually annexed anticipated growth areas, even though most of these
areas were within utility district service areas and were to be largely
residential. Through advance annexation, the City is able to have land use
control, to encompass eventual commercial development areas, and to
avoid after-the-fact annexation fights in areas that are already largely
developed and populated. On the other hand, the annexation of land by a
district prior to annexation by the City would preclude municipal
annexation because the City would have to annex the entire district—and,
by law, take over its assets and liabilities—in order to annex any part of
the district.

The City also had a recent opportunity to provide leadership on an
infrastructure issue that had community-wide implications for both the
City and its many utility districts. This involved the ground-to-surface
water conversion requirements mandated by State law to combat land
subsidence, as implemented locally through the Fort Bend County
Subsidence District (30 percent groundwater usage reduction by 2013, and
60 percent by 2025 to avoid stiff penalties). Through a joint agreement
with various participating districts, the City established a fee mechanism
by ordinance that will provide financing for a new surface water treatment
plant and effectively make the City the primary water provider. This cooperative,
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City-led approach was lauded as it yielded a cost effective way to meet a shared
mandate. Otherwise, the individual districts would have faced a very difficult and
costly compliance dilemma. A similar initiative is being pursued to respond
cooperatively to Federal/State storm water quality mandates, which required
extensive interaction to gain agreement on the logistics and cost-sharing
arrangements.
In general, it is thought that adequate utilities are in place to support the build-out of
Missouri City’s major remaining commercial areas. The difficulty is in lesser
developed areas which the City has the challenge—and the opportunity—to serve
going forward, including the prime development area around the Fort Bend
Parkway/State Highway 6 intersection.
A very positive factor for Missouri City is the quality of development that has still
occurred in many areas, especially through master planned developments that
encompasses large tracts and acreages. For example, if some or all of Sienna
Plantation were to be incorporated into the City at some point in the future, this area
will already have well established neighborhood and retail areas, streets and
infrastructure, recreational sites and trail linkages, as well as three elementary
schools, a middle school, and a new Fort Bend ISD high school (expected to open in
2010). On the other hand, the challenge ahead is that Sienna’s build-out is projected
to include 20,000 homes in the more than 10,000 acre overall development.
Through development agreements negotiated with various private developments, the
City gains some leverage in terms of having the ability to gauge if and when it will be
in the community’s best interest to begin annexing particular ETJ areas. Factors in
this critical decision will include the debt status of the associated utility districts,
particular public service and facility demands the City would have to meet, ongoing
maintenance costs and responsibilities the City would have to assume, and the
corresponding tax revenue gains the City would begin to accrue to offset these added
governance costs. In the meantime, the City is often encouraged by ETJ residents to
annex their developments as soon as possible since costs would be lower if they were
already City residents.
In addition to basic water and wastewater infrastructure, public safety services are
another good indicator of how well positioned a City is to serve new growth. Under
State law, a municipality must be able to provide emergency police and fire response
immediately to newly-annexed territory. At the same time, existing residents and
development rely on a basic level of protective services, which must be maintained as
the City adds new population and grows geographically.
Key planning considerations for promoting orderly growth and public service
extension include:
1.

Ensuring ongoing coordination of land use, transportation, and utility and
infrastructure planning.

2.

Planning effectively for the construction, renovation and/or extension of
publicly-owned utilities through ongoing capital improvement programming.

3.

Investing in sufficient public safety facilities, in terms of location, design, and
functionality, to provide reliable response and service area coverage (as well as
associated staffing levels and equipment acquisition).
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Pursuing annexation and expansion of the City’s geographic jurisdiction in a
strategic fashion, particularly since, under the Texas statutory framework, the
City must have areas already within its corporate limits to implement a full range
of regulatory and fiscal approaches to growth management.

5.

Continuing to negotiate development and/or participation agreements, which
provide for infrastructure funding (and may, in some instances, include land use
controls), where such public/private partnerships make sense for the City and its
taxpayers.

6.

Entering into interlocal cooperation contracts, as appropriate and where mutually
beneficial, as they provide a means for local governments to agree with other
units of government for the provision of infrastructure and public services, as
well as administrative functions.

7.

Asserting City leadership, where appropriate, as further opportunities arise to
tackle shared regulatory mandates or other mutual concerns through joint
arrangements between the City and area utility districts.

Growth and Development in Targeted Areas
As the City progresses in its relatively new role as primary service provider in certain
developing areas, it will have the opportunity to combine the powerful tools of zoning
and subdivision regulation together with physical infrastructure location and timing.
In other cases across the community it will be best to maintain existing districts for
the time being. But, in some areas there may be the potential for feasible
consolidation of several existing district systems.
The City’s best opportunity to have direct control over utility provision is in the
vicinity of the Fort Bend Parkway, north and south of State Highway 6, which is a
likely prime development area. This is the most sizable area within the current City
limits where utility districts were not widely established (approximately one-quarter
of the City limits). Most residential development to this point is on individual water
wells and on-site septic systems. The area also has floodplain issues, which will limit
significant development in the interim.
This area is within the Mustang Bayou and Lower Oyster Creek watersheds. In
addition to water and wastewater considerations in these service areas, the City also
recently adopted a new Drainage Master Plan for these same watersheds. This will
guide various phased improvements over the next decade, intended to prevent
structure flooding in a 100-year rainfall event and to contain storm water flows within
the banks of Mustang Bayou and Oyster Creek. The drainage effort represents a
$7 million investment by the City, funded through proceeds from a 2003 bond
referendum. However, on the wastewater side, capacity will still be limited to some
extent, raising the question of how to pay for such expansion in support of desired
commercial development?
The City does not have as direct control over development activity in its ETJ. But, it
does have some idea of the development potential and associated future service
demands in such areas through subdivision platting activity and concept plans it sees
at a preliminary development review phase. To the extent that development
agreements are in place in the ETJ, such as those under which Sienna was developed,
this has been an effective vehicle for ensuring that development proceeds according to
certain standards since City requirements cannot be applied directly.
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Redevelopment potential within the City, such as along the Texas Parkway and
Cartwright Road corridors, offers another opportunity for the City to guide some
amount of growth toward established areas of the community with utilities and public
services already in place. Overall, the City also knows there is limited outward
growth potential since Missouri City is largely hemmed in by the City of Sugar Land
to the west, Stafford to the northwest, Houston to the northeast and east, and Alvin to
the south of Sienna in the form of a strip annexation dating back to 1962. There is
also the natural barrier presented by the Brazos River to the southwest.
Key planning considerations for achieving desired growth and development in
targeted areas include:
1.

Promoting commercial development and redevelopment activity, in areas with
appropriate zoning and utility capacity, to balance the City’s tax base and relieve
the residential tax burden.

2.

Monitoring the timing and extent of further improvements to the Fort Bend
Parkway corridor through Missouri City.

3.

Maintaining adequate Drainage Master Plans for each area watershed as
conditions change with ongoing development.

4.

Continuing to monitor the rate of development—and further development
interest—in ETJ areas.

5.

Monitoring development pressure in areas near the Brazos River corridor given
the regional trend toward preservation and recreational use along the Fort Bend
County portion of the river.

Goals, Objectives &
Action Recommendations
The following goals, objectives, and recommended actions were formulated to
address the specific issues and needs outlined above. The goals reflect the overall
vision of the community, which may be achieved by pursuing the objectives and by
acting on the recommendations. It is important to note that these are also general
statements of policy that may be cited when reviewing development proposals and
used in making important community investment decisions regarding the provision
and timing of facilities and services.
Goal 3.1: Coordinated and efficient provision of basic utility services to Missouri
City residents and businesses.
Explore potential mechanisms for long-term utility system consolidation.
1.

2.

Fund a comprehensive technical study of wastewater system consolidation
opportunities and challenges to ensure the City avoids infeasible situations but is
poised to act on mutually beneficial consolidations which may arise in coming
years between the City and individual or multiple utility districts.
Include consideration of some type of regional entity or authority for utilities
financing and/or management that might eventually achieve political
acceptability and offer clear cost savings for the community and its residents and
businesses through elimination of redundancies.
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Goal 3.2: Orderly growth of the community and efficient expansion of the City’s
infrastructure and public service capacities to support desired growth.
Use sound planning and targeted capital investments to ensure adequate growth
capacity and comply with regulatory mandates.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Continue to use appropriate financial vehicles, such as enterprise funds, and other
available City, State and Federal resources, including grants, to fund targeted
capital improvements in areas where the City is the primary utility provider.
These financial resources enable the City to acquire existing facilities in some
cases or construct and expand plants built directly by the City. This approach is
also consistent with a “user pays” philosophy that aims to shield existing City
residents and taxpayers from having to contribute to utility infrastructure
improvements intended to benefit only certain areas.
Continue to implement the City’s local Groundwater Reduction Plan in
conjunction with the Fort Bend County Subsidence District and participating
utility districts. This particularly involves the construction of a new surface water
treatment plant as supported by participation fees assessed on water utility
providers and other water well owners in the City and its ETJ through established
agreements.
Maintain a City floodplain management program with flood prevention standards
higher than the minimum required by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency. This approach makes the community safer from potential flood damage,
which, in turn, makes residents eligible for discounted flood insurance rates.
Example practices include greater focus on floodplain preservation and increased
elevation of structure slabs.
Continue coordination with Fort Bend County to apply updated floodplain
mapping for the area (resulting from the FEMA Map Modernization Program) so
that designated flood zones are better defined based on actual land modifications
and development activity.
Continue periodic updates to the City’s various watershed-based Drainage Master
Plans, and implement targeted improvements based on these plans.
Continue to implement the City’s Stormwater Management Program, as required
by Texas Commission on Environmental Quality rules under the Federal Clean
Water Act, to ensure local water quality protection through a variety of pollution
prevention practices by public entities, private development, and businesses and
residents.

Goal 3.3: Development patterns in targeted growth areas that are consistent with
the City’s service capacities and desired community form and character.
Ongoing planning and zoning practices which provide for inward as well as outward
growth of the community.
1.

2.
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Recognize and plan for the likely dramatic shift in development potential that
could occur should a transit station ever be established in north Missouri City in
conjunction with eventual commuter rail implementation along the U.S. 90-A
corridor. Some areas currently designated for purely industrial development in
the vicinity of U.S. 90-A and Beltway 8 could potentially become attractive for
higher-density residential and/or mixed residential/commercial development.
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Parks, recreation, and open space areas provide a lasting value
and benefit to Missouri City. These open spaces provide
opportunities for recreation and leisure activities, improve the
quality of life for residents, enhance community character, as well
as serve environmental functions such as habitat preservation,
resource conservation and flood control. For a growing city,
enhancement of the parks system and conservation of open space
will be important in preserving the very qualities that define the
character of the community and the reasons people choose to call
Missouri City home.

Introduction
Parks, open space, and recreation facilities are an essential part of a healthy, quality,
and sustainable community environment. Parks provide for relaxation and exercise
outside of the home, after work, and beyond school activities. Whether for passive or
active use, park areas and recreation facilities are an important part of everyday
living. Much like streets and sidewalks, water and wastewater lines, drainage
facilities, police and fire equipment, and other municipal facilities and services, parks
and open spaces are integral parts of any municipality. They warrant a significant
level of attention and commitment of resources to be adequately acquired,
constructed, operated, and maintained.
In 2007, Missouri City prepared and adopted the City of Missouri City, Texas Parks
Master Plan in coordination with a local landscape architecture firm. The plan was
also approved by the Texas Parks & Wildlife Department the same year. The Parks
Master Plan examines the community’s current and future needs for developing,
expanding and enhancing the City’s parks and recreation system. Given the recent
revision of the plan, the purpose of this chapter is to summarize the Master Plan’s
findings and recommendations and ensure consistency and coordination with related
policies and action strategies outlined throughout the Comprehensive Plan.
This chapter, in coordination with the Parks Master Plan and other elements of the
Comprehensive Plan, provides direction over a 20-year planning period to meet
current and future parks and recreation needs. It includes the policy direction of the
City regarding the preservation and conservation of natural areas and open space,
timing of park development, their placement within the City and extraterritorial
jurisdiction (ETJ), and the type of facilities needed.

4.1
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Issues & Opportunities
The Parks Master Plan is designed to realize the mission for the Missouri City Park
System – To improve the Quality of Life for all residents of Missouri City by
providing a wide variety of leisure and cultural activities, special events, facilities
and learning opportunities as well as providing opportunities for community
involvement. To achieve this, the community must take certain steps to ensure that
Missouri City maintains and develops its parks and recreation opportunities
effectively to meet current and future needs. Two top ongoing priorities for the
community are: (1) preserving and protecting the existing parks and recreation
opportunities, as well as identifying and protecting undeveloped, natural areas; and
(2) adding new neighborhood and community parks, and greenways and linkages,
commensurate with future growth and development.

Resource Conservation and Preservation
A variety of spaces throughout Missouri City and within its ETJ are important natural
resources that merit environmental protection. Land along the Brazos River,
floodplains, creeks and other water features, and agricultural lands in the ETJ all offer
unique opportunities for resource conservation and land preservation. As the
community further develops, preserving its valuable resource areas will continue to be
important in maintaining the character of the community.
Restoring and protecting natural areas provides recreation opportunities for the
community. These amenities can also act as a catalyst for economic development,
while also being used for practical functions like stormwater and water quality
management.
Resident commentary received through a survey and public input process expressed
desires for the creation of more “general park/green space/landscape” opportunities,
as well as the development and improvement of multi-purpose trails throughout the
community. These objectives may be achieved by adopting sound environmental
conservation and responsible land development practices. Sensitive areas should be
incorporated into developments as natural amenities, helping to sustain their function
as an environmental resource. Doing so requires a regulatory system that balances
development efficiency with resource protection.

Balanced, Convenient, and Accessible Parks
A successful system of parks creates a balance of recreation areas and public spaces
across the community. In this way, all residents have an equal opportunity to access
public spaces and recreational areas, to meet their active and passive recreational
needs.
A true “system” of parks offers diversity ranging from larger-scale facilities serving
persons within the broader region (within a one-hour driving distance)—like
Independence Park—to community-wide facilities (serving an area within one mile)
such as Community Park or StaMo Sports Complex, plus those that serve immediate
and nearby neighborhoods.
A variety of spaces and activities should provide a combination of indoor and outdoor
facilities, as well as an adequate assortment of activity types (both passive and active)
to meet the individual and collective needs of a diverse residential population. For
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this reason, it is essential to include users in the planning and design phases of park
development.

Connecting Parks, Schools, and Neighborhoods
Greenbelts and other linear linkages are essential elements of a parks and recreation
system as they tie together the community’s neighborhoods, parks, schools,
commercial retail, and other public spaces. The City has a developing trail system;
however, there are opportunities for enhancing the existing system and creating
pedestrian linkages and off-street trails between community attractions throughout
Missouri City. Trails can often be expensive and sometimes difficult to introduce and
construct in already developed environments. Therefore, the Missouri City Trails
Master Plan is important for identifying the best and most efficient means for
achieving the intent of a community trail network, which is to enhance pedestrian and
other non-motorized mobility within the City. Opportunities for connectivity in
Missouri City include connections to residential neighborhoods in the central part of
the City, neighborhoods and open space areas south of State Highway 6, and Sienna
Plantation. The City updated its Trails Master Plan concurrently with this
Comprehensive Plan, and this Plan further addresses trail needs in the community.
The recreational and social value of parks is increased exponentially when they are
linked through a series of greenbelts along natural watercourses and drainage ways,
trail and walkway/bikeway corridors, and other ties and connections. Just as it is
necessary to plan for road networks and other public infrastructure in advance of
growth, it is also important to plan for and protect “green infrastructure” in
coordination with development. These types of considerations will also produce
better results when evaluated with other essential planning and design factors, such as
safe intersection crossings, curb cuts, signage, etc. An interconnected system of
bicycle and pedestrian facilities may serve as a resource for recreation and exercise,
while providing an added benefit as an alternative mode of transportation.

Quality Parks
The condition and appearance of parks is an indicator of their value to the
community, whether intended or not. Quality parks increase adjacent property values
and are a consideration in home shopping and purchase decisions. Collectively, parks
and public open space areas also contribute to the aesthetics and natural beauty of the
community.
Missouri City parks are very attractive and well maintained. The City should
continue to balance funding and staff resources for maintaining existing parks with
the development of new ones. Additionally, the City’s maintenance, amenity, and
design standards for parks and trails will ensure future facilities are attractive, safe
and appropriately designed to accommodate the intended users. Established standards
for future parks including appropriate facilities, equipment and landscaping
requirements is important in ensuring usability and enjoyment by the community.

Parks Master Plan - 2007
As mentioned, in May 2007 the City adopted a Parks Master Plan to guide the future
acquisition, development, and operation of parks and recreation facilities in Missouri
City. The Master Plan evaluates the existing parks system, establishes goals and
objectives, identifies needs, and sets priorities. Below is a summary of the plan’s
goals and objectives and key recommendations.
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Goals and Objectives
The mission of the Missouri City Parks and Recreation Department is to improve the
quality of life for all residents “by providing a wide variety of leisure and cultural
activities, special events, facilities and learning opportunities … and … enhancing the
appreciation and care of the natural environment through maintenance and
development of open space, parks, roadsides, city grounds and medians.” (Parks
Master Plan, 2007)
Specific goals include the following:
1. The Missouri City Park System will maintain a high Quality of Life for its
citizens by striving to maintain and develop park lands at a rate recognized
statewide as a standard of excellence to be emulated.
2. The City will provide park and leisure facilities for a wide range of passive and
active recreation opportunities.
3. The City will provide a wide range of recreational programs and classes.
4. The City will provide a variety of special events which offer family oriented
leisure activities close to home.
5. The City will connect by hike and bike trails, cultural, recreational and
commercial areas.
6. The City will provide enhanced landscaping and special signage to accent,
identify and enhance public areas.
Objectives toward attaining these goals include:
GOAL 4.1: Recognized.
The Missouri City Park System will maintain a high Quality of Life for its citizens by
striving to maintain and develop park lands at a rate recognized statewide as a
standard of excellence to be emulated.
♦ Utilize available wetland areas, drainage ways, retention facilities, pipeline
easements and flood prone areas as passive recreation park land and open space.
♦ Utilize the park land dedication ordinance that requires developers to set aside
land or money for park needs within their park zone.
♦ Establish alternative sources of funding to expand the park system, such as trusts
and endowments to purchase needed park land. Continue to seek grant
opportunities to further extend the use of these funds.
GOAL 4.2: Develop.
The Missouri City Park System will provide park and leisure facilities for a wide
range of passive and active recreation opportunities.
♦ Preserve scenic, natural and historic areas and properties.
♦ Maintain quality and beauty of existing parks.
♦ Develop special use parks and facilities that are unique to Missouri City.
♦ Design new parks and improve existing parks to be accessible to all people.
♦ Locate parks near residential areas where they will be convenient for residents.
GOAL 4.3: Opportunities.
The Missouri City Park System will provide a wide range of recreational programs
and classes.
♦ Provide recreational activities available to all ages at appropriate times.
♦ Promote community wellness and fitness.
♦ Provide leisure activities consistent with demographic characteristics and public
preference.
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Provide educational opportunities for all segments of the City.
Provide cultural arts opportunities.

GOAL 4.4: Connect.
The Missouri City Park System will connect by hike and bike trails, cultural,
recreational and commercial areas.
♦ Create a separate Hike and Bike Trails Master Plan.
♦ Implement Phase I of the Hike and Bike Trails Master Plan within 5 years.
♦ Continue the establishment of a City-wide trail network based on the master plan.
♦ Develop linear greenbelts through the City and incorporate trails into the
greenbelts.
♦ Provide safe alternatives for pedestrians and cyclists to reach facilities within the
City.
♦ Promote physical fitness within the community.
GOAL 4.5: Special Events.
The Missouri City Park System will provide a variety of special events which offer
family oriented activities close to home.
♦ Promote the celebration of traditional holidays.
♦ Promote outdoor education and environmental awareness.
♦ Promote civic pride and a sense of community.
GOAL 4.6: Aesthetics.
The Missouri City Park System will enhance the aesthetics throughout the park
system.
♦ Create an identity throughout Missouri City.
♦ Enhance the quality of life in Missouri City.
♦ Affect parks, public grounds and medians.
♦ Promote a program for increased planting within existing parks.
♦ Require future park development within existing or new parks to meet landscape
standards.
♦ Coordinate with private developers a clear designation of maintenance
responsibilities within public right-of-ways and continue to monitor the ongoing
maintenance, both public and private.
♦ Continue to identify and protect mature trees and encourage planting of
indigenous species.
GOAL 4.7: Balance.
The Missouri City Park System will create within each park a zone that is both
passive and active. Goal to be 50% passive / 50% active within each park.
♦ Do not over-program a park. Educate the City on the value of open/nonprogrammed space.
♦ Parks must serve different populations.
♦ Special use parks that are specifically designated as either nature areas or active
sport complexes do not need to meet this goal, however they must meet
landscape standards as noted in item 6 on the previous page.

Parks Master Plan Recommendations and Plan Implementation
The Master Plan provides action recommendations over a 15-year horizon through
2022. These priorities are based on community needs/demands as well as growth
patterns and available land.
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Priority Phase I
1. City-wide Trails Master Plan
2. Phase I of trails construction based on Trails Master Plan
3. Redevelop Roane Park
4. Acquire additional land at Independence Park
5. Develop Phase II of Independence Park
6. Develop Recreation Center at Kitty Hollow Park (inter-local agreement with
County)
7. Develop Special Events Park at Kitty Hollow Park (inter-local agreement with
County)
8. Initial Development of Brazos River Park
9. Develop Willow Waterhole
10. Develop Oyster Creek Trail
11. Develop Freedom Tree Park
12. Develop GCWA Trail Phase II
13. Acquire and develop two neighborhood parks
14. Develop Bermuda Dunes
15. Develop Crescent Oak Village Section 7
16. Develop Lexington Square
17. Develop First Colony Trail Head 2
18. Acquire land and hold for future neighborhood park development
19. Acquire land and hold for future community park development – Zone 12
20. Acquire land for a regional park
Priority Phase II
1. Phase II of trails construction based on Trails Master Plan
2. Initial development of Sienna North
3. Develop Brazos River Trail
4. Final phase Kitty Hollow Park
5. Final phase Brazos River Park
6. Develop Lake Shore Harbour
7. Develop Northwinds Park
8. Develop Steep Bank Park
9. Acquire land for a regional park
10. Develop parkland acquired in Priority Phase I
11. Acquire land for a community park
12. Acquire two neighborhood parks
13. Initial development of land acquired for regional park in 2012
14. Develop two neighborhood parks acquired in 2012
Priority Phase III
1. Final Phase Sienna North
2. Develop regional park land acquired in 2012
3. Develop community park land acquired in 2012
4. Develop neighborhood park land acquired in 2012
5. Finalize any development within existing park sites
6. Review and Update Parks Master Plan
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Park Classification
To properly assess existing conditions and future needs, the City utilizes specific park
classifications and standards to develop a balanced park system. A variety of types
and sizes of parks and recreation facilities and associated activities are recommended
to satisfy the diverse interests of the population, to ensure adequate and equal
opportunity for all persons, and, ultimately, to encourage use by all population
groups. The park classifications needed to meet the diverse needs of the community
as identified in the City’s Parks Master Plan are described below.

Mini Parks
The City has 17 mini parks totaling 42.6 acres.
Mini parks are the smallest parks in the classification system and are typically less
than five acres in size. They serve the community within a one-forth mile radius.
These parks are limited in purpose and serve various residential areas. Mini parks
should be developed for passive recreation that can be enjoyed by persons of all ages.
Picnic tables, park benches, trails and small pavilions are amenities that could be
included in a mini park.

Neighborhood Parks
The City has eight neighborhood parks totaling 121.3 acres.
Neighborhood parks are the foundation of a well balanced park system
and vary in size from five to 25 acres. Ease of access from adjacent
neighborhoods, central location, and pedestrian/bicycle linkages are key
considerations when developing neighborhood parks.
Neighborhood parks should be within a short walking distance (typically
one-half mile or less) for the residents of one or more neighborhoods,
thereby encouraging use and promoting convenience, ease of access, and
walking safety for neighborhood children. Geographic centers of
residential subdivisions are the target location for neighborhood parks.
Whenever possible, they should be located away from busy arterial streets
and should not require any major street crossings for access from their
constituent neighborhoods. Furthermore, neighborhood parks must be
located in areas that provide adequate drainage and desirable aesthetic
qualities. Thus, floodways and drainage easements should be avoided as
primary park space, although such areas can serve supplemental, adjacent
roles such as trail linkages to greenways and local schools, thereby
creating a network of off-street trails.

Community Parks
The City has four community parks totaling 284.6 acres. In addition, the
City recently acquired the former Quail Valley Country Club property,
which includes two golf course areas comprised of 146.8 acres and
145.6 acres, as well as park areas of 38.6 and 19.2 acres.
Community parks are intended to meet the needs of several
neighborhoods or larger population groups in the community. These
parks are typically larger and include facilities and improvements for area
wide activities and assembly events such as picnic areas, walking/jogging

Quail Valley Parkland and Golf Course
The City of Missouri City acquired the former
Quail Valley Country Club property through
the eminent domain process in July 2008.
With this action, the City added approximately
400 acres of new public recreational and open
space, including two 18-hole golf courses,
in the geographic center of the community.
In November 2008, 72 percent of Missouri
City voters approved a $17.5 million bond
referendum for the Quail Valley Parks Project.
Bond proceeds will be used to implement a
conceptual master plan that was being refined
in Spring 2009 based on the direct input and
ideas of residents. The preliminary plan
envisions a diversity of uses and improvements
including mini parks, fitness and recreational
facilities, space for community activities and
gatherings, hike-and-bike trails, garden
areas, and increased landscaping.
The La Quinta golf course opened in
July 2008, soon after the property acquisition.
The El Dorado course is undergoing a major
redesign and renovation and is expected
to open for public use during 2009.
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trails, athletic fields, and other larger scale activities. Where feasible, community
parks should be located adjacent or connected to a greenway to provide an off-street
linear linkage with other areas. Community parks are usually greater than 25 acres in
size but less than 150 acres. There service area should not exceed 2 miles.
Community parks usually display natural characteristics, appropriate for both active
and passive recreation. Suitable soils, efficient drainage systems, and local plant
species are key features desired in these parks. Additionally, these parks can preserve
unique landscapes and open spaces. Adjacent features providing additional natural
resources, recreational activities, and trail linkages are strongly desired and should be
utilized when possible.
Community parks should be centrally located for the convenience of all residents.
However, consideration of park locations is important to prevent overlapping of
service areas of multiple community parks. They should have direct access to
collector or arterial streets to handle special event traffic while avoiding
neighborhood disruption. Community parks should include adequate off-street
parking.

Regional Parks
The City has two regional parks totaling 334 acres.
Regional parks are intended to function on the largest scale (150 acres or more),
providing recreational opportunities for entire populations of a community or region.
Thus, the uses provided within regional parks should respond to the desires of local
residents, as well as adjacent communities that are serviced by this park.
These parks are often developed on sites exhibiting unique natural amenities or
cultural characteristics. However, these sites may be developed to provide a variety
of recreational facilities.
Due to the size and service area, the planning,
implementation, and development of these types of parks is vital to ensure that people
will frequently utilize these spaces. Activities available in regional parks may include
picnicking, boating, fishing, swimming, camping, trail use, and golfing.
Regional parks can be valuable in the preservation and protection of vast amounts of
open space and natural environments. Site selection for regional parks often focuses
on natural features and environmental conditions associated with individual sites.
Thus, these sites often serve important roles as primary preserved and protected
natural lands for the community. Features such as suitable soils, efficient drainage
systems, local plant life, and sufficient buffering from nearby urban development are
all desirable qualities for these types of sites.

Linear Parks
The City has three linear parks totaling 94.3 acres.
Linear parks serve a variety of functions throughout a community. Often located
along utility easements, drainageways, rivers, creeks, bayous, levees, and expansive
boulevards, these features serve a primary function of linking recreational attractions,
creating buffers to residential communities, preserving natural resources for
recreational and flood control purposes, and promoting alternative modes of
transportation.
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While linear parks primarily serve the local community, there is no minimum or
maximum size. Thus, depending on the specific uses of these parks, they may
encourage a regional appeal. The amount and size of linear parks depends more on
the resources available and resident desires at the time of development.
Generally, linear parks are easily accessed via public streets. Linear parks are often a
result of local utility installation, drainage systems, and landscape reserves provided
by a developer. Natural drainage corridors (such as local rivers, creeks, and bayous)
provide ideal locations for these types of parks. Due to the characteristics of linear
parks, particular attention must be paid to providing access points that are both
aesthetically pleasing and recognizable.

Special Use Parks
The City has one special use park totaling 43 acres.
Special use parks cover a broad range of parks and recreational facilities focused
toward single purpose uses. The specific uses can take almost any form, such as
aquatic centers, decorative gardens, stages, community centers,
Statewide Leadership in Parkland
multi-purpose pathways, senior centers, golf courses, and sports
complexes. There are no specific design guidelines or requirements for
Acquisition and Development
these types of parks and recreation facilities. Instead, development
The City of Missouri City was the first Texas
planning is based upon specific uses and site considerations for the
intended use.
municipality to adopt a parkland dedication
ordinance. This type of ordinance, which is
now very common around the State, enables the
City to require dedication of land for public
The foundation for establishing an adequate parks and recreation system
park development through the subdivision
begins with the availability, location, and condition of the existing park
review and approval process. In this way, the
and recreation areas. Currently, the Missouri City Parks and Recreation
City’s parkland inventory grows as a direct
Department maintains and operates 35 parks (1,491.6 acres), grouped into
13 park zones.
result of new housing construction and
associated population growth. An option for
The Department is subdivided into the Parks, Recreation, Forestry, and
subdividers to pay a “fee in lieu of” land
Building Maintenance Divisions. Additionally, the Parks Department
dedication
enables the City to accumulate
provides a variety of day and nighttime recreational and leisure programs,
as well as special events throughout the year.
financial resources as well, which must be
dedicated to parks development and,
The locations of City of Missouri City parks are displayed in Map 4.1,
therefore, is also responsive to residential
Existing Parks and Open Space. Additionally, a summary listing of
growth. Parkland dedication and
these facilities is provided in Table 4.1, Existing Parks.
related fees have been a significant factor
Table 4.2, Additional Locations and Facilities, displays additional park
in the expansion and enhancement of the
and recreation opportunities that are classified according to their specific
Missouri City park system over time.
uses. This includes facilities maintained by the City as well as Fort Bend
County facilities within Missouri City boundaries.

Existing Park Inventory
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Table 4.1, Existing Parks
Total
Percent
Acreage
Undeveloped
Mini Parks (0‐5 Acres)
Bermuda Dunes
0.4
100
Bicentennial Park
0.7
Brazos River Overlook
3.8
100
Crescent Oak Village Sec. 7
3.7
100
Gammill Park
0.3
Hunters Trail Park
4.9
Lexington Creek Park
2.4
Lexington Square
1.5
100
Lexington Village Park
3.3
McLain Park
1.4
Mosley Park
4.3
Northwinds Park
4.8
100
Oak Hill Park
0.2
Quail Valley North Park
3.3
First Colony Trail Head 1
1.6
100
First Colony Trail Head 2
3.0
100
Steep Bank Village
3.0
100
Total
42.6
Neighborhood Parks (5‐25 acres)
American Legion Park
16.5
Freedom Tree Park
5.9
85
Hunters Glen Park
17.8
Lake Shore Harbour
18.7
100
MC Community Center Campus
18.0
Quail Green West Park
18.5
Ridgeview Park
8.7
Roane Park
17.1
Total
121.2
Community Parks (25‐150 acres)
Buffalo Run Park
95.3
25
Community Park
100.7
South Brazos River
60.0
100
StaMo Sports Complex
28.6
Total
284.6
Regional Parks (over 150 acres)
Independence Park
182.1
80
Sienna North
151.9
100
Total
334.0
Name

Source: City of Missouri City – Parks Master Plan
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City or
ETJ
City
City
ETJ
City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City
ETJ
City
City
City
City
ETJ

In addition to City-owned parks there
are a number of other parks and
recreational amenities that contribute to
meeting the demand for facilities.
Other public agencies and developers
provide both public and private parks
and open space opportunities for
residents and visitors alike. Currently
Missouri
City
has
inter-local
agreements with the Fort Bend
Drainage
District,
Fort
Bend
Independent School District, the City
of Stafford and the developers of
Sienna Plantation. Maintaining and
creating new relationships, such as
these, provides additional resources
that can be utilized by residents for
their parks and recreation needs.

Needs
Assessment
Resources versus Needs

City
City
City
City
City
City
City
City

City
City
ETJ
City

City
ETJ

A combination of standard- and
resource-based approaches were used
to assess the need for additional parks
and recreation areas and facilities
within
Missouri
City.
These
approaches rely not only on National
Recreation and Park Association
(NRPA) standards, but also on
recommendations made by City Parks
and Recreation Department staff, and
the Parks Board, as well as input
gained from residents through citizen
participation activities during the
course of the park master planning
process.

Table 4.3, Current and Future Resources and
Needs, displays acreages for the current and future
needs (based on population) within Missouri City.
The potential need for additional parks and recreation
acreage to satisfy current demands is determined by
applying the recommended standards to the current
population of the City.
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Table 4.2, Additional Locations and Facilities
Name

Percent
Undeveloped

Total Acreage

Linear Parks
22.2
17.8
54.3
94.3
Special Use Parks
Willow Water Hole
43.0
Total
43.0
Other Public Facilities
Kitty Hollow Park
455.0
(County)
Sienna MUD Park
160.0
Total
615.0
GCWA Trail
Oyster Creek Trail
Hunters Glen Trail
Total

As Table 4.3 shows, based on an estimated 2007
population of 68,000 persons, Missouri City should
have a total park supply of 1,190 acres. The City
currently maintains 739.9 acres of parks and
recreation areas in the three specified categories
(regional, community, and neighborhood). Therefore,
based on the park acreage available to the community
today, the City has a deficit of roughly 450 acres. The
major challenge for the City will be to meet the
current acreage needs within the park system while
obtaining and developing sufficient land to keep pace
Source: City of Missouri City – Parks Master Plan
with the future population growth in the community.
A major boon to the City’s park system, in this regard, was the recent acquisition of
the former Quail Valley Country Club property. At approximately 400 acres, this

City or
ETJ

40
‐‐
‐‐

City
City
City

100

City

80

‐‐

0

ETJ

Table 4.3, Current and Future Resources and Needs
Classification

Regional

Community

Neighborhood

TOTAL

Standard
10 acres /
1,000
residents
5 acres /
1,000
residents
2.5 acres /
1,000
residents
17.5 acres/
1,000
residents

Existing
Supply

Acres Needed
Current 2012 2017

Current

Surplus / Deficit
2012

2017

334 (789*)

680

900

1,060

‐346 (109*)

‐566 (‐111*)

‐726 (‐271*)

284.6

340

450

530

‐55.4

‐165.4

‐245.4

121.3

170

225

265

‐48.7

‐103.7

‐143.7

739.9
(1,194.9*)

1,190

1,575

1,855

‐450.2
(‐213.2)

‐835.1
(‐380.1)

‐1,115.2
(‐660.2)

1 – Based on 2007 population (68,000) and estimated 2012 (90,000) and 2017 (106,000) populations found in Missouri City Population
Estimates and Growth Projections prepared by the City of Missouri City Planning Department, Parks Master Plan.
* Fort Bend County’s Kitty Hollow Park (455 acres) is geographically located within the City but is not within the City limits.
Source – Parks Master Plan, 2007

centrally located land nearly eliminates the current 450-acre deficit and adds new
open space, parkland, and two public golf courses to the community inventory.
Table 4.3 also shows the recommended park supply necessary to support the
projected 2012 population (90,000 persons) and 2017 population (106,000 persons).
Based on these population projections and the existing inventory of City owned parks,
Missouri City’s current park acreage needs to increase to meet the 2017 acreage
targets in all three park categories. The total acreage needed to support the projected
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populations ranges from 1,575 (2012) to 1,855 (2017) acres, compared to
739.9 current acres. Based on the overall suggested standard of 1,855 acres by 2017,
the City is projected to need an additional 1,115 acres of developed park areas by that
time.

Park Service Areas
Evaluating service areas is an effective means of determining if the parks are well
located relative to their users. While some communities have sufficient, or even an
abundance of parkland, the location of these opportunities plays a crucial role in
determining the effectiveness of the entire park system. This analysis allows
identification of those areas of the community that have sufficient park areas
available, and more importantly, those that are in need of parks and recreation areas
and facilities in closer proximity.
Depicted in Map 4.2, Community Park Service Areas, Map 4.3, Neighborhood
Park Service Areas, and Map 4.4, Mini Park Service Areas, are service area
buffers around all existing parks. The service areas are shown separately to
emphasize the difference in service area coverage based on the type of park.
From a purely locational standpoint, the analysis indicates that, within the City limits,
the community is fairly well served by the existing parks system. The southern area
of Missouri City needs additional City parks. However, some of the new subdivisions
do provide private parks and recreation opportunities.
Findings of the service area analysis for each type of park include:
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♦

Community parks have a primary service area of two miles, meaning that most
persons utilizing these area wide parks generally reside within this radius. Map
4.2 shows that Missouri City currently has five community parks. While their
associated service areas cover most of the City limits, areas south of State
Highway 6 have limited coverage.

♦

Illustrated in Map 4.3 are the one-half mile service areas of the neighborhood
parks. The intent is to have well distributed and evenly spaced neighborhood
parks proximate to the residentially developed areas. Similar to the location of
the City’s community parks, most neighborhood parks are located north of State
Highway 6 in and around the already developed subdivisions of Missouri City.
As new residential development occurs there will be a need for additional
neighborhood parks to accommodate residents, especially in the south.

♦

As shown in Map 4.4, mini parks have a limited service area of one-quarter mile,
and, by nature, they serve the needs of people living in their immediate vicinity.
While these parks tend to benefit a relatively limited population, they provide an
additional form of recreation for nearby residents. Mini parks are not of a size
that the City should acquire on its own.
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Map 4.1, Existing Parks and Open Space

Source: Parks Master Plan (2007)
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Map 4.2, Community Park Service Areas

Source: Parks Master Plan (2007)
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Map 4.3, Neighborhood Park Service Areas

Source: Parks Master Plan (2007)
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Map 4.4, Mini Park Service Areas

Source: Parks Master Plan (2007)
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Missouri City is a largely automobile oriented community.
Although many residents commute to and from jobs elsewhere,
the City’s highways and commercial corridors are busy with
traffic throughout the typical day. However, over the 20-year
horizon of this Comprehensive Plan, regional transit connections
and local mobility options beyond the private automobile will
likely receive increasing attention, in both transportation planning
and the prioritization of public investments. Missouri City is well
positioned to capitalize on this mobility focus in terms of its
regional location, accessibility to key employment centers, and its
size as a significant satellite city to Houston.

Introduction
Advance transportation planning and thoroughfare development will help prepare
Missouri City for future traffic demands and create a safe and efficient system of
travel to, from, and within the community. A well balanced and comprehensive
transportation system should offer a choice of travel modes for residents, businesses,
and visitors. It should also be appropriately designed for both safety and visual
appeal. The Mobility element of the Missouri City Comprehensive Plan establishes
the framework for such a system to accommodate local and regional travel demand
through the year 2030 and beyond.

Purpose
A city’s mobility system has a strong influence on the community’s livability and
economic development potential. When residents cannot move with relative ease
throughout their community, this leads to frustration and detracts from local quality of
life. Likewise, retaining and attracting businesses requires having adequate roadways
and other transportation facilities to move people and goods to and from the area in an
efficient manner.
The purpose of this chapter is to identify and address key transportation issues in the
community and make recommendations to help improve mobility in the area while
accommodating future growth. Additionally, this chapter references the City’s
Thoroughfare Plan map, which is currently being updated and is used by City staff,
the Planning & Zoning Commission, and City Council to address necessary
thoroughfare connections and extensions as new development occurs. Findings and
recommendations from the City’s Traffic Management Plan have also been
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summarized in this chapter. Figure 5.1, Existing Conditions, highlights key features
of Missouri City’s existing mobility system and related needs and planning issues.

Figure 5.1, Existing Conditions
Located southwest of Houston, Missouri City has a transportation system comprised of a network of roads ranging
from regional to local in scale and design. Regional roadways including US 59, US 90‐A, Beltway 8, SH 6, and the
Fort Bend Parkway Toll Road connect Missouri City to the greater Houston area. Arterial roads in the City provide
access to regional roadways and to neighboring communities including Houston, Sugar Land, and Stafford. Local
roadways provide access to collector and arterial roads that link neighborhoods with one another and to employment
and retail areas, schools, government buildings, community activity centers, and parks. Beyond the roadway
network there are limited transportation options available to residents for getting around the community.
• Major arterials include
FM 1092 (Murphy Road),
FM 2234 (Texas Parkway), SH 6,
Cartwright Road, and Sienna
Parkway.
• FM 1092 and SH 6 are the most
heavily used arterials within the
City. Traffic volumes along SH 6
range from 25,010 to 59,612
vehicles per day. Traffic volumes
along FM 1092 range from 28,912
to 60,908 vpd.
• Sienna Parkway serves as the
major arterial link to Sienna
Plantation.
• The Union Pacific Railroad tracks
run parallel to US 90‐A.
• The only local mass transit option
is the Missouri City Park & Ride
located on Fondren Road, which
provides access to METRO bus
routes 163 and 170.
• Sidewalks are present only in
some parts of the community,
resulting in minimal pedestrian
linkages.
• In the absence of sidewalks,
pedestrians tend to improvise.
For example, pedestrians utilize
the parking lane on Glen Lakes
Boulevard to walk and bike.
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Previous Plans and Studies:
Traffic Management Plan
In 2006, the City of Missouri City completed its Traffic Management Plan (TMP),
which documented existing conditions and recommended future improvements to the
transportation system. The TMP is currently being updated and will include new
traffic counts and a re-evaluation of the traffic model and projections now that 90-A
and other improvements are complete. The 2006 TMP was prepared using detailed
computer modeling techniques and by completing various analyses of existing
conditions, proposed developments, and projected growth demographics. The
resulting plan provides a systematic way of assessing the effectiveness of the current
transportation system and the needs of a growing community. The following is a
summary of future needs and recommendations as outlined in the TMP.

Future Needs Based on Demographics
Today, several areas within the extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ) are quickly
developing. The development projected to occur over the next 20 years is expected to
happen mostly in the southern section of the City. Projections for Missouri City
suggest that by 2025 the population will increase to 150,000. This more than doubles
the existing population and will create transportation needs beyond the current
capacity of the existing system.
Based on these population projections, model-generated estimates indicate that
vehicle miles traveled within the community will increase by 148 percent over the
next 20 years. Additionally, given substantial growth throughout Fort Bend County,
a significant amount of the traffic on Missouri City’s high-volume, higher-speed
corridors such as Murphy Road (FM 1092), Texas Parkway (FM 2234), Cartwright
Road (FM 3345), SH 6, and US 90-A is pass-through traffic from outside the
community. An origin/destination study would help to illuminate and quantify these
broader travel patterns.

Vehicles Miles of Travel (VMT)
10,000,000
9,000,000
148% increase between
2005 and 2025

8,000,000
7,000,000

VMT

6,000,000
5,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
0
2005

2015

2025
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TMP Recommendations
Next, the TMP compares projected traffic volumes for 2015 and 2025, based on
anticipated growth and development for these years, to the existing conditions of the
Missouri City transportation system. Through this process, the street system was
analyzed and improvements to alleviate expected congestion problems were
developed.
Various proposed improvements were developed for the Interim Year (2015) and
Future Year (2025). Several recommended projects were then selected for
implementation. The resulting TMP provides information on coordination and
implementation of priority improvements including:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Intersection improvements.
Roadway widening and extensions.
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) investments.
Traffic management strategies.
Major Thoroughfare Plan update.

Intersection Improvements
Intersection improvements were identified based on problem areas anticipated to
emerge by 2015. These improvements were based on an analysis of the effects of
projected traffic volumes on 2015 capacity conditions. Improvements were identified
primarily along Texas Parkway, SH 6, FM 1092 and Sienna Parkway.

Roadway Widening and Extensions
Roadway widening and extension projects were prioritized for 2015 and 2025.
Various criteria such as delay reduction, travel time savings and unit cost of
construction were used to rank these recommended projects. Priority project lists for
2015 and 2025 are provided in Tables 11 and 12 of the TMP.
Year 2015 projects include lane widenings for Murphy Road (FM 1092), Texas
Parkway (FM 2234), and South Gessner Road. Additionally, extensions are planned
for Sienna Parkway, Sienna Springs Boulevard, and University Boulevard. Year
2025 projects include widening Murphy Road (FM 1092), Texas Parkway (FM 2234),
SH 6, and Lake Olympia Parkway. Extensions are planned for Vicksburg Boulevard,
Knight Road, and Watts Plantation. Finally, construction of a major arterial and a
business park minor arterial are planned by 2025.

Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Plan
In addition to intersection improvements and roadway construction, the TMP
recommended various other strategies so that managed traffic flow can be achieved
throughout the City. Such strategies include:
♦ Signal timing optimization along major arterials.
♦ Adaptive signal control using vehicular detection.
♦ ITS infrastructure:
o Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras.
o Dynamic Message Signs (DMS).
o Establishment of a Traffic Management Center (TMC) for managing traffic
flow.
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The City adopted an Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS), Operations Plan in
April 2008. The purpose of this plan is to provide the City with a staffing and
operation plan for ITS solutions in order to enhance the existing transportation system
and help the community meet local and regional transportation goals. Utilizing ITS to
improve the efficiency of the roadway infrastructure and provide the public with more
information will reduce the need to construct new roadways and widen existing
roadways.
The Plan evaluated a number of ITS options for the City. The final Plan includes
short-term (0-2 years), mid-term (3-5 years) and long-term (more than 5 years) goals.
Five primary projects were identified for the short-term and mid-term periods. These
projects include the following:
Project 1 – Install a Wi-Fi signal communication system, replace cabinets and
controllers, install CCTV cameras and construct a Traffic Management Center at the
Missouri City Emergency Operations Center or the Public Safety Headquarters
Building.
Project 2 – Develop a webpage to disseminate information to the traveling public.
Project 3 – Add UPS to all traffic signals in the City.
Project 4 – Install AVI Tag Readers which provide travel time information that can
be used to monitor traffic congestion and delays.
Project 5 – Install countdown pedestrian signals.

Traffic Management Strategies
Various other strategies have been implemented to address and reduce traffic
problems. Many of these options also reduce vehicle stops, fuel consumption, and
emissions. Techniques include traffic signal optimization, traffic impact analysis
(TIA), access management, traffic calming management, and travel demand
management. Several of these techniques are explained in the City of Missouri City’s
Design Manual. Continued implementation of the Design Manual requirements will
provide a safer, more efficient future roadway system.

Major Thoroughfare Plan Update
The TMP also provided an update of the City’s Thoroughfare Plan map (as previously
revised on September 20, 2004). The proposed Thoroughfare Plan shows existing
roadways, proposed improvements to the roadway system, proposed new roadways,
and any revisions to the functional classification of roadways.

Issues and Opportunities
Through the plan development process a number of issues and concerns were
expressed related to mobility in the community. These discussions formed the basis of
the following issue statements, along with analysis of existing conditions, and
examination of expected future growth trends. These statements bring focus to this
plan regarding the community’s values, expectations and priorities for transportation
in Missouri City. Following the identification of the key issues is a set of community
goals and objectives along with discussion of necessary implementation steps.
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Traffic Flow, Connectivity and Safety
Moving residents through the community from their homes to employment and
shopping centers, schools, and places of leisure in an efficient manner is essential to
local quality of life in Missouri City. With the majority of its employed population
commuting to and from the greater Houston region, having convenient access to a
regional system of roadways is important. Likewise, moving within the community
should be easy and safe through a connected system of arterial and collector
roadways.
Missouri City is well connected to the metropolitan area and to major employment
centers including downtown Houston, the Texas Medical Center, the Galleria area,
and Greenway Plaza via US 59, US 90-A, Sam Houston Tollway, and the recently
built Fort Bend Parkway Toll Road. While these facilities provide good
connectivity to the region, traffic congestion along these roadways is
Key concerns expressed by Missouri City
increasing with continued suburban growth and development.
residents include:
• Need for a railroad underpass at
Despite good accessibility to and from Missouri City, traveling along the
Texas Parkway and 90‐A (which the
local street system can be more of a challenge. There are numerous
arterials and collectors streets in the City. However, many are not
City is currently pursuing)
continuous or are curvilinear in nature. This lack of through connections
• Better access to US 59 (requires
on the arterial street system makes accessing regional roadways and
coordination with Sugar Land and
moving within the community more difficult and can lead to increased
Stafford)
traffic congestion on local roadways and frustration for local residents.
• Limited access to Fort Bend Toll
Key planning considerations for area mobility include:
Road (governed by Fort Bend
County Toll Road Authority)
1. Achieving long-term solutions to traffic along regional corridors given
continued population growth and development around the greater
• Synchronization of traffic signals
Houston area.
(ongoing process through ITS
2. Coordinating with other entities including other area cities, Fort Bend
Strategy)
County, Harris County, the Fort Bend and Harris County Toll Road
• Mobility along Highway 6
Authorities, and TxDOT to ensure that regional roadways can
• Center turn lanes are a safety issue
adequately accommodate projected future traffic volumes in the area.
(addressing on SH 6 through Access
3. Developing and maintaining a system of arterial and collector streets
Management Study)
that provides for multiple connections and travel options within and
• Easy to get here and leave but not
through the community versus concentrating traffic on only a few
easy to travel within the community,
primary roadways.
particularly east‐west
4. Maximizing flow and reducing traffic conflicts on existing roadways
• Too many traffic lights (inevitable,
and ensuring carrying capacity is preserved on any future facilities
through access management and other Transportation System
although the City encourages
Management (TSM) strategies.
roundabouts as a first option instead
of signals, and TxDOT could as well)
Alternative Modes of Travel:
• Hard to get from one side of
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities & Mass Transit
Missouri City to the other
Having alternative modes of transportation is a good way to increase
accessibility throughout the community and help alleviate traffic on local
streets. Additionally, different types of transportation, particularly transit, serve those
segments of the population, including the elderly, disabled, and low income, who do
not always have access to an automobile and require alternatives. Likewise, bicycle
and pedestrian facilities add to the quality of life in the community. They create a
more cohesive environment that is interconnected not only through roadways, but also
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through a system of bike lanes, trails and sidewalks. In addition to their practical
function of getting people around, pedestrian and bicycle facilities can help meet
some of the recreational needs in the community. This is why Missouri City maintains
a Trail Master Plan, and the resulting improvements provide mobility benefits while
also contributing to a healthier community.
Key concerns expressed by Missouri City
The City of Missouri City currently does not provide public
residents include:
transportation to its residents. However, there is a park-and-ride facility
• Roads should include drainage,
located on Fondren that provides access to the METRO transit system.
sidewalks, and aesthetic enhancements
Since Missouri City has participated in METRO for many years, City
• Need more sidewalks—gaps in current
Council has authorized staff to pursue additional services (possibilities
include weekend service between Sugar Land Town Square and Sienna
network
Town Center, a park-and-ride location along the Fort Bend Parkway Toll
• Need pedestrian routes and links to
Road, or local trolley service). The City’s agreement with METRO will
commercial hubs, not just to parks
come up for renewal in 2014. With the increasing price of gas, providing
• School safety, lack of sidewalks
additional transit options, including the possibility of commuter rail, will
• Not much emphasis on bike lanes
remain an important issue for the community in the coming years. The
METRO Solutions Plan called for 28 miles of commuter rail transit
throughout the community
including a route along US 90-A from Missouri City to the Fannin South
• Can’t walk to school in Quail Valley
Park & Ride/Rail Station.
• Too many trails to nowhere, should
use trails for connectivity
A recent H-GAC commuter rail study did not highlight the 90-A corridor
as a short-term priority, primarily because of the volume of freight rail
• Plan for regional rail
traffic. However, City Council has authorized staff to continue pursuing
• Local trolleys would help connect
rail opportunities on the 90-A and FM 521 corridors (including potential
nodes/destinations
connector service to Missouri City).
• Desire public transportation beyond
commuting (park & ride)
Bicycle and pedestrian facilities are currently limited in the community.
Sidewalks are present in some part of town but are discontinuous or
nonexistent in other areas. The City has the beginnings of a trail system, with future
network expansion the focus of a Trail Master Plan effort concurrent to this
Comprehensive Plan.
Key planning considerations for alternative travel modes include:
1.

Exploring options for mass transit service in Missouri City including bus and
light rail/commuter rail possibilities.

2.

Implementing a comprehensive hike-and-bike plan strategy, in coordination with
the City’s Trail Master Plan, to create an integrated and connected system
throughout the community.

3.

Enhancing pedestrian amenities and facilities, particularly in
neighborhoods and near schools and other public facilities (e.g.,
crosswalks, pedestrian signals, flashing lights, sidewalks, and bike
lanes) as resources allow, and taking into consideration ongoing
operation and maintenance costs.

Neighborhood Integrity and Preservation
Missouri City is a community of neighborhoods—and protecting these
residential areas from congestion and cut-through traffic will be important
in preserving neighborhood integrity, character, and overall safety. In
planning for future traffic circulation in the community, careful
consideration should always be given to neighborhoods and the impact

Key concerns expressed by Missouri City
residents include:
• Cut‐through traffic and speeding are
problems
• People seek alternate routes in
morning (even through school zones)
due to traffic
• Some neighborhoods experience cut
through traffic from drivers trying to
avoid lights
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transportation policies and improvements will have on them. However, maximum
connectivity of the street network is also a public policy priority to maintain
circulation options, link adjacent neighborhoods, and ensure good emergency
access—although it is recognized that inter-connected street systems was not the
design approach in many of Missouri City’s established subdivisions, where cul-desacs are prevalent. Going forward with new development (and potentially in
redevelopment areas), residential street layouts should include points of connection
between adjoining neighborhoods for the benefit of those who live in the area. At the
same time, subdivision designs should emphasize indirect streets and street jogs to
make local neighborhood streets unattractive to non-residents as potential cut-through
routes. The transportation system should also be aesthetically pleasing and compatible
with the surrounding environment.
Key planning considerations for neighborhood integrity include:
1.

Promoting neighborhood designs that calm traffic and encourage slower speeds.

2.

Implementing traffic calming measures in existing neighborhoods where
appropriate, but avoiding “vertical” installations such as speed bumps, which
City Council has banned via ordinance.

3.

Developing and rehabilitating thoroughfares to be compatible with and
complement neighborhood character.

Corridor Design and Appearance
Roadway design plays an important role in
adding to the character of the community, the
functionality of the roads for all types of users,
and the efficiency of the transportation system
in moving people from one point to another in a
safe manner. A well designed roadway is one
that takes into account the surrounding
environment, preserving those features of local
and regional value. It accommodates all users
of the system, is aesthetically pleasing,
capitalizes on the community’s natural features,
and is highly functional in connecting users to
the local and regional system.
Key concerns expressed by Missouri City
residents include:
• Quality streets and road projects
• Underground utility lines to eliminate
aesthetic impact of overhead lines on
main corridors
• Median improvements—and ongoing
maintenance (which is a responsibility
of TxDOT or other entities on various
major roadways in Missouri City)
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ʺContext sensitive solutions
(CSS) is a collaborative,
interdisciplinary approach
that involves all stakeholders
to develop a transportation
facility that fits its physical
setting and preserves scenic,
aesthetic, historic, and
environmental resources,
while maintaining safety
and mobility. CSS is an
approach that considers the
total context within which a
transportation improvement
project will exist.ʺ

Several high profile roadways in
Missouri City are designed with
features
that
make
them
aesthetically
pleasing
and
contribute to local character and
Source: Federal Highway
appearance. Examples like Lake
Administration
Olympic
Parkway
include
landscaped medians, trees along
the corridor, and pedestrian amenities like sidewalks. Other corridors,
however, are not as appealing or designed to meet the needs of all users
due to large amounts of visible pavement, minimal vegetation, lack of
pedestrian amenities, and limited design enhancements in adjacent land
development. Along with the SH 6 and US 90-A corridors, sections of
Texas Parkway and Murphy Road fall into this category. The City has
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limited opportunities to pursue enhancements on roadways like these that are under
TxDOT jurisdiction, even if it was willing to take on such costs for comprehensive
roadway design.
Key planning considerations for roadway design and appearance include:
1.

Enhancing the appearance of existing roadways, where possible, through
aesthetic and functional improvements.

2.

Developing thoroughfares that are compatible with and complement the desired
community character. The character of a corridor is influenced by the City’s
ordinances and standards which regulate the form of development, including the
placement and design of buildings, arrangement of parking areas, extent of open
space and vegetation, perimeter fencing and bufferyard treatments, and the size
and placement of signage, as elaborated on in the Land Use & Community
Character chapter.

3.

Designing streets to accommodate all users including pedestrians, cyclists and
persons with disabilities.

Goals, Objectives &
Action Recommendations
The following goals, objectives, and recommended actions were formulated to
address the specific issues and needs outlined above. The goals reflect the overall
vision of the community, which may be achieved by pursuing the objectives and by
acting on the recommendations. It is important to note that these are also general
statements of policy that may be cited when reviewing development proposals and
used in making important community investment decisions regarding the provision
and timing of facilities and services.
Goal 5.1: A regional transportation network for moving people and goods to,
from, and through the community in an efficient and safe manner.
Coordinate with local, State and federal agencies in enhancing regional mobility.
1.

Continue to take an active leadership and advocacy role, along with TxDOT and
other agencies including the Houston-Galveston Area Council (H GAC), Fort
Bend County, the Fort Bend and Harris County Toll Road Authorities, METRO,
and others during the planning process for any future improvements to US 59,
US 90-A, Beltway 8, SH 6, the Fort Bend Parkway Toll Road, FM 1092,
FM 2234, or other significant mobility upgrades, including transit and
bicycle/pedestrian, that will benefit and/or impact Missouri City.

Goal 5.2: A system of arterial and collector roadways that provides adequate
connectivity and through movement in the City.
Use the Thoroughfare Plan map and functional classification of roadways to achieve
adequate mobility within the community and preserve rights-of-way.
1.

Adopt the functional classifications of arterial and collector roadways as shown
on the Thoroughfare Plan map. The recommended street cross sections and
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pavement widths that correspond with the functional classifications, as specified
in the City’s Design Manual, should be adhered to in all new developments. In
certain instances where there are unavoidable constraints which preclude
compliance with the City’s standards, the City may allow an exception as long as
it is the minimum variation needed to otherwise abide by the City’s standards
(this may require additional study to verify). Such constraints should be peculiar
to the location and not brought about by the subdivider through the subdivision
layout or design.
2. Continue to periodically conduct signal warrant studies as
area travel volumes increase with new development. In
areas that are already managed by traffic signals, signal
timing should be reviewed, particularly in congested areas,
to determine if timed traffic signals are appropriate relative
to the volume and peaks in traffic flow. Adjustments
should be made to traffic signals so they are timed
accordingly.
3. Continue to implement the short-term recommendations
identified in the Missouri City Traffic Management Plan
(TMP) for intersection improvements, roadway widenings,
and Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) investments.
Continually re-assess priority needs given budget
constraints.

Start with an ordinary street …

Goal 5.3: A mobility system that offers a variety of choice in
modes of travel.
add street and sidewalk improvements …

Enhance mobility options within the City and to nearby and
regional destinations.
1.

Develop new and/or enhance existing pedestrian and bicycle
amenities and facilities throughout the City.

then add mixed use buildings.

2.

3.

4.
Streets can be retrofitted to safely accommodate all
system users where adequate right of way is available.
In the above example, not only were street and
sidewalk improvements implemented, but the type,
scale, bulk, and setback of adjacent development
changed the character of this corridor, creating a
livable street and quality place.
Source: UrbanAdvantage.com
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Work with other area cities and regional entities including
METRO, H-GAC, and Fort Bend County in planning for
future transit upgrades and major investments, including
commuter rail, in the area.

5.10

5.

Implement the City’s Trail Master Plan, which identifies a
network of bike lanes, trails, greenways, and pedestrian
linkages throughout the City limits and ETJ.
Continue the City’s practice of adding sidewalks along
roadways where they are not already present when such
roadways are improved or widened.
Amend the subdivision regulations to require public access
easements every 800 feet, or portion thereof, where there
are continuous rows of homes abutting trails or collector
and arterial roads. Such easements should be a minimum
width of 15 feet, improved with a minimum five foot wide
sidewalk or trail connection.
Perform a barrier analysis to identify significant barriers to
safe and convenient use of the pedestrian infrastructure
system. Significant examples include heavily traveled
streets, waterways, railroads, and other constraining
features. The analysis should identify alternatives for
providing safe and reasonable access across the barriers,
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such as painted crosswalks and warning signs/lights, overhead walkways or
tunnels (where feasible), and other appropriate improvements.
Based on the Trail Master Plan and other ongoing assessments, identify roadways
that are appropriate for bike lanes/routes. These are typically located along
collectors and minor arterials where driveways and other access points are
limited.
Install bicycle racks at key locations and buildings throughout the community.
Initiate a Safe Sidewalks Program to identify those locations where the condition
and maintenance of the sidewalk are particularly important, such as around and
leading to/away from schools; public buildings and spaces; and other areas prone
to heavy utilization of the sidewalks. In these priority areas, conduct regular
inspections of safety conditions to ensure the walking surface is free from
hazards and dangerous obstructions. Also organize a public education program to
notify the community of the City’s sidewalk maintenance program, the priority
pedestrian areas, and individual responsibilities for care and maintenance. The
City should also submit a grant proposal to the Texas Safe Routes to School
(SRS) program to secure external funding support.

Goal 5.4: Roadways that accommodate all users of the system
and are designed to fit the physical setting of the community
and contribute to community character.
Design transportation infrastructure so that it fits the physical
setting of the community, contributes to Missouri City’s
character, and capitalizes on natural and historical features.
1.

2.

Implement “context sensitive solutions” when widening
existing and constructing new roadways to ensure projects
are compatible with community values. When designing
new roadways, consideration should be given to enhancing
and preserving the community’s character through protection
of environmental and historic resources such as mature trees
and one-of-a-kind structures. Roadways should be designed
and constructed within the context of the surrounding
environment so they can complement the area and not
detract from its character, although there maybe cases, due to
right of way constraints or other factors, where the basic
roadway capacity need makes other design enhancements
difficult to achieve.
Enhance development standards for tree preservation,
landscaping, buffering, screening, and property maintenance
along arterial and collector roadways to improve the
appearance and aesthetics of the community’s primary
roadway corridors. Vegetation and natural areas should be
preserved and incorporated into the design of all new
roadways. While some disturbance to natural areas will
occur, efforts should be made to minimize the impacts and
enhance the roadway corridor through restoration of
disturbed areas or beautification of the corridor through
landscaping or other unique design elements.

Adding street trees and landscaping in the median can
enhance the aesthetic appeal of a corridor.
Source: UrbanAdvantage.com
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Pursue redevelopment and enhancement projects at the entrances to the
community, including public infrastructure improvements and strict enforcement
of code violations.

Adopt a “Complete Streets” policy for new and reconstructed roadway corridors.
4.

Design and construct “Complete Streets” in new growth and development areas
which, through more effective design—and usually a wider right-of-way—
provide for the mobility and safety of all users of the system and not just
automobile traffic. A Complete Streets approach would be difficult to apply to
many established thoroughfares unless road reconstruction projects made
possible a significant redesign, as well as acquisition of additional right of way.
Otherwise, existing corridors are often already designed—and widened to their
maximum extent—to provide for maximum movement of vehicular traffic.
In such cases, only some Complete Street features, such as wider sidewalks or
streetscape enhancements, may be feasible through a redesign and retrofitting
process.

COMPLETE STREETS are designed and operated to enable safe access for all users. Complete Street
policies direct transportation planners and designers to design consistently with all users in mind. Places
that adopt Complete Street policies are making sure that their streets and roads work for drivers, transit
riders, pedestrians, and bicyclists, as well as for older people, children, and people with disabilities.
Elements of Complete Streets can include: sidewalks/trails, bus pull‐outs, bike lanes, raised crosswalks,
wide shoulders, audible pedestrian signals, crosswalks, sidewalk bulb‐outs, refuge medians, pedestrian
amenities, special bus lanes, shade and shelter, and trees and landscaping.
Source: www.completestreets.org
Implement a formal traffic calming program in the City.
5.

6.

7.

Periodically conduct travel speed studies to determine appropriate speed
restrictions in neighborhood and pedestrian areas. Street pavement markings and
signage for all school safety zones should be improved and regularly maintained.
Perform localized traffic calming studies where there are observed unsafe
conditions of cut-through and/or high-speed traffic to determine if any potential
mitigation strategies are viable without undermining roadway capacity and
creating traffic congestion issues.
Encourage mixed use and walkable neighborhoods and cluster development,
where appropriate. Clustered development has the greatest potential to reduce
the number of vehicle trips when it is part of a mixed-use development, where
essential services are within walking or biking distances from residences.
Clustered development also reduces the number of miles of streets that must be
constructed and maintained.

Thoroughfare Plan
The Thoroughfare Plan is designed to provide for future travel needs by ensuring
orderly development of the street system, including the extension and improvement of
existing streets and planned future roadways. The purpose and importance of the
Thoroughfare Plan is to ensure that adequate rights-of-way are preserved with a
general alignment and sufficient width to allow for efficient expansion and
improvement of the street system. In addition, it is designed to provide opportunities
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for other transportation modes so as not to place a fiscal burden on the community to
fund extensive road improvements, which, in turn, require long-term maintenance.
Thoroughfare Plan Update
As previously discussed, the Missouri City Traffic Management Plan included a
Thoroughfare Plan map which identifies the proposed general alignments for planned
new roadways and the extension of existing collector and arterial roadways. The
purpose of this plan is to preserve needed transportation corridors—even if they will
not be needed in the near term—so that as development occurs in the future, the City
will have the ability to ensure that appropriately sized transportation facilities are also
constructed. A new Thoroughfare Plan should also reflect the Complete Streets
philosophy advocated in this chapter, principally by ensuring that right-of-way
acquisition and dedication in new growth and development areas preserves corridors
of sufficient width to accommodate multi-modal improvements (for automobiles,
bicycles, pedestrians, and transit vehicles) and an appealing streetscape.

The Thoroughfare Plan is
currently being revised
through the Traffic
Management Plan update
process and will be
incorporated into this
Comprehensive Plan once
the new map is finalized
and adopted.

Plan Implementation
Implementation of thoroughfare system improvements will occur in stages over time
as Missouri City grows and builds toward the ultimate thoroughfare network shown
by the Thoroughfare Plan. The fact that a future thoroughfare is shown on the plan
does not represent a commitment to a specific timeframe for construction or that the
City—or other jurisdiction—will build the roadway improvement. Individual
thoroughfare improvements may be constructed by a variety of implementing
agencies, including the City, Fort Bend County, and/or the Texas Department of
Transportation (TxDOT), as well as private developers and land owners for sections
of roadways located within or adjacent to their property. Road construction can be
implemented by individual entities or in partnership.
The City, County, and TxDOT, as well as residents, land owners, and subdividers,
can utilize the Thoroughfare Plan in making decisions relating to planning,
coordination, and programming of future land development and transportation
improvements. Review of preliminary and final plats for proposed subdivisions in
accordance with the City’s subdivision regulations should include consideration of
compliance with the Thoroughfare Plan. This will ensure the consistency and
availability of sufficient rights-of-way for the general roadway alignments shown on
the plan. It is particularly important to provide for continuous roadways and through
connections between developments to ensure mobility and emergency access.
By identifying thoroughfare locations where rights-of-way are needed, land owners
and subdividers can consider the roadways in their subdivision planning, dedication
of public rights-of-way, and provision of setbacks for new buildings, utility lines, and
other improvements located along the right-of-way for existing or planned
thoroughfares.
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The Comprehensive Plan should be a “living document,” that is,
a document that is frequently referred to for guidance in
community decision-making. Its assumptions, goals, policies,
and action strategies must also be revisited periodically to ensure
that it is providing clear and reliable direction on a range of
matters, including land development issues and public
investments in infrastructure and services. Implementation is
not just about a list of action items. It is a challenging process that
will require the commitment of the City’s elected and appointed
officials, staff, residents, business owners, other levels of
government, and other organizations and individuals who will
serve as champions of the Plan and its particular direction and
strategies. Equally important are formal procedures for the
ongoing monitoring and reporting of successes achieved,
difficulties encountered, new opportunities and challenges that
have emerged, and any other change in circumstances which
may require rethinking of Plan priorities.

Purpose
The Comprehensive Plan will be the basis for decision-making on the future
development and enhancement of Missouri City. This final chapter breathes life into
the rest of the Plan by setting out a practical, prioritized, and sequenced
implementation program. The key objective of this chapter is to integrate the different
elements of the Plan in such a way as to provide a clear path for sound decisions. This
chapter is also intended to establish accountability for plan implementation and
provide guidance on essential processes to maintain its relevance to the City and its
citizens.

Plan Implementation Methods
Simply setting out an implementation framework in this chapter is not enough to
ensure that the action items of this Plan will be carried out and the community’s

6.1
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vision and goals ultimately achieved. The policies and action priorities in this Plan
should be consulted frequently and should be widely used by decision-makers as a
basis for judgments regarding:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

The timing and availability of infrastructure improvements.
Proposed development and redevelopment applications.
City-initiated and landowner-requested annexations
Re-zoning requests and other zoning-related actions.
Expansion of public facilities, services and programs.
Annual capital budgeting.
Potential re-writes and amendments to the City’s development ordinances and
related code elements.
Intergovernmental (including inter-City and City/County) coordination and
agreements.
Operations, capital improvements, and programming related to individual City
departments.

There are five general methods for plan implementation:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

policy-based decisions;
land development regulations and engineering standards;
capital improvements programming;
specific plans and studies; and
special projects, programs and initiatives.

Policy-Based Decisions
Land use and development decisions should be made based on the policies that are set
out in this Comprehensive Plan. In some measure, the adoption of new or amended
land development regulations (e.g., zoning, subdivision, landscaping, sign controls,
etc.) will establish a specific framework for evaluating private development proposals
against the City’s articulated policies. However, decisions regarding infrastructure
investment, annexation, Future Land Use & Character map amendments, and right-ofway acquisition are generally left to the broad discretion of the City Council. This
Plan provides the common policy threads that should connect those decisions.

Land Development Regulations and Engineering Standards
Land development regulations and engineering standards are fundamentals for plan
implementation. It is plain—but often underappreciated—that private investment
decisions account for the vast majority of any City’s physical form. Consequently,
zoning and subdivision regulations and associated development criteria and technical
engineering standards are the basic keys to ensuring that the form, character and
quality of development reflect the City’s planning objectives. These ordinances
should reflect the community’s desire for quality development outcomes while
recognizing economic factors. They should not delay or interfere unnecessarily with
appropriate new development or redevelopment that is consistent with plan goals and
policies.

Capital Improvements Programming
A capital improvements program, or “CIP,” is a multi-year plan (typically five years)
that identifies budgeted capital projects, including street infrastructure; water,
wastewater and drainage facilities; parks, trails and recreation facility construction
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and upgrades; construction of public buildings; and purchase of major equipment.
Identifying and budgeting for major capital improvements will be essential to
implementing this Plan. Decisions regarding the prioritization of proposed capital
improvements should take into account the policy and management directives of this
Plan.

Specific Plans and Studies
There are a number of areas where additional planning work is recommended, at a
“finer grain” level of detail than is appropriate in a comprehensive plan. As such,
some parts of this Plan will be implemented only after some additional planning or
special study.

Special Projects, Programs and Initiatives
Special projects or initiatives are the last broad category of implementation measures.
These may include initiating or adjusting City programs; entering into interlocal
agreements; expanding citizen participation programs; providing training; and other
types of special projects.

Plan Administration
During the development of the Plan, representatives of government, business,
neighborhoods, civic groups, and others came together to inform the planning
process. These community leaders, and new ones to emerge over the horizon of this
Plan, must maintain their commitment to the ongoing implementation of the Plan’s
policies—and to the periodic updating of the Plan to adapt to changing conditions or
unforeseen events.

Education
Comprehensive plans are relatively general in nature, but they are still complex policy
documents that account for interrelationships among various policy choices. As such,
educating decision-makers and administrators about plan implementation is an
important first step after plan adoption. As the principal groups that will implement
the Plan, the City Council, Planning & Zoning Commission, and City department
heads should all be “on the same page” regarding their respective responsibilities for
pursuing and accomplishing priority initiatives in the plan.
Consequently, an education initiative should be undertaken immediately after plan
adoption, which should include:
♦

A discussion of the individual roles and responsibilities of the Council,
Commission (and other advisory bodies), and individual staff members.

♦

A thorough overview of the entire Comprehensive Plan, with emphasis on the
parts of the Plan that relate to each individual group, as well as detailed
discussion of how the Comprehensive Plan goals and action recommendations
relate to other City-adopted plans (e.g., Transportation Management Plan, Parks
Master Plan, Trails Master Plan, drainage and utility master plans, etc.), special
initiatives (Texas Parkway/Cartwright Road revitalization, Quail Valley Parks
Project, commuter rail potential), and the City’s implementing ordinances and
infrastructure and development standards—and the crucial need for ongoing
coordination among all these municipal plans and activities.
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♦

Implementation tasking and priority setting, which should lead to each group
establishing a one year and three-year implementation agenda.

♦

Facilitation of a mock meeting in which the use of the Plan and its policies and
recommendations is illustrated.

♦

An in-depth question and answer session, with support from the Director of
Planning, the City Attorney, the City Engineer, and other key staff.

Role Definition
As the community’s elected officials, the City Council will assume the lead role in
implementation of this Plan. The key responsibilities of the City Council are to decide
and establish priorities, set timeframes by which each action will be initiated and
completed, and determine the budget to be made available for implementation efforts.
In conjunction with the City Manager, City Council must also ensure effective
coordination among the various groups that are responsible for carrying out the Plan’s
recommendations.
The City Council will take the lead in the following general areas:
♦

Acting as a “champion” of the Plan.

♦

Adopting and amending the Plan by ordinance, after recommendation by the
Planning & Zoning Commission.

♦

Adopting new or amended land development regulations to implement the Plan.

♦

Approving interlocal agreements that implement the Plan.

♦

Establishing the overall action priorities and timeframes by which each action
item of the Plan will be initiated and completed.

♦

Considering and approving the funding commitments that will be required.

♦

Offering final approval of projects and activities and the associated costs during
the budget process, keeping in mind the need for consistency with the Plan and
its policies.

♦

Providing policy direction to the Planning & Zoning Commission, other
appointed City boards and commissions, and City staff.

The Planning & Zoning Commission will take the lead in the following general areas:
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♦

Hosting the education initiative described above.

♦

Periodically obtaining public input to keep the Plan up to date, using a variety of
community outreach and citizen and stakeholder involvement methods.

♦

Ensuring that recommendations forwarded to the City Council are reflective of
the plan goals, policies and recommendations. This relates particularly to
decisions involving development review and approval, zone change requests,
ordinance amendments, and potential annexations.

♦

After holding one or more public hearings to discuss new or evolving community
issues and needs, making recommendations to the City Council regarding plan
updates and plan amendments.
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City Staff will take the lead in the following general areas:
♦

Managing day-to-day implementation of the Plan, including ongoing
coordination through an interdepartmental plan implementation committee.

♦

Supporting and carrying out capital improvements planning efforts.

♦

Managing the drafting of new or amended land development regulations.

♦

Conducting studies and developing additional plans (including management of
consultant efforts, as necessary).

♦

Reviewing applications for consistency with the Comprehensive Plan as required
by the City’s land development regulations.

♦

Negotiating the specifics of interlocal agreements.

♦

Administering collaborative programs and ensuring open channels of
communication with various private, public and non-profit implementation
partners.

♦

Maintaining an inventory of potential plan amendments, as suggested by City
staff and others, for consideration during annual and periodic plan review and
update processes.

Action Plan
The vision and goals in a comprehensive plan are attained through a multitude of
specific actions. To this end, both long- and short-range implementation strategies
must be identified along with an action timeframe and an assignment of
responsibilities to specific entities.
Table 6.1, Action Agenda and Implementation Roles and Funding, highlights a
variety of recommended initiatives that were identified through the long-range
planning process and discussed and refined with the Comprehensive Plan Advisory
Committee, Planning & Zoning Commission, and City Council. This table includes
the following elements and implementation considerations:
♦

Action Type. This relates back to the five types of implementation methods
highlighted earlier in this chapter (policy focused, regulatory focused, capital
focused, planning/study focused, program/initiative focused)—as well as
partnerships and coordination for items the City cannot accomplish entirely on its
own.

♦

Implementation and Coordination Roles. In addition to identifying which City
department(s) or function(s) would likely lead a task, this portion of Table 6.1
also highlights a variety of local and regional agencies that might have a role to
play in certain initiatives; perhaps through potential cost-sharing, technical
assistance, direct cooperation (potentially through an interlocal agreement), or
simply by providing input and feedback on a matter in which they have some
mutual interest. In particular, whenever potential regulatory actions or revised
development standards are to be considered, participation of the development
community is essential to ensure adequate consensus building.

♦

Funding Sources. This final set of columns in Table 6.1 indicates typical ways
to finance plan implementation efforts. An obvious source is through the City’s
own annual operating budget, as well as multi-year capital budgeting which is not
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Setting a Direction for Action
A mock action prioritization exercise was completed
with members of the City Council and Planning &
Zoning Commission prior to final consideration of
the proposed Comprehensive Plan. Through this
informal exercise, participants ended up rating
highly a set of initiatives that originate from various
sections of the plan involving Town Center
development, corridor revitalization, future transit
linkages, local employment and lifestyle amenities,
and park system enhancement—all of which will
require particular types of action to achieve, as
discussed in this chapter.
This type of ranking exercise, and the ensuing
workshop discussion of implementation
opportunities and challenges, demonstrates
the value of considering plan implementation
priorities among the City’s leadership. Then
it is essential that implementation priorities
be revisited annually to recognize accomplishments,
highlight areas where further attention and effort is
needed, and determine whether some items have
moved up or down on the priority list given changing
circumstances and emerging needs. One should keep
in mind that the early implementation of certain
items, while perhaps not the highest priority, may
be expedited by the availability of related grant
opportunities by a State or Federal mandate or the
willingness of one or more partners to pursue an
initiative with the City. On the other hand, some
high-priority items may prove difficult to tackle in
the near term due to budget constraints, the lack of
an obvious lead entity or individual to carry the
initiative forward, or by the community’s readiness
to take on a potentially controversial new program.
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strictly for physical construction projects but also for funding
significant studies and plans (e.g., utility master plans) intended to
lay the groundwork for long-term capital projects. An Other
Governments column is included along with a Grants column
because grants are often applied for and awarded through a
competitive process. Also, the County or other government agencies
might choose to commit funds directly to an initiative along with the
City. On the other hand, grants can also come from foundations and
other non-government sources. Finally, the Private/Other column
underscores the potential for public/private initiatives, corporate
outreach, faith-based efforts, and other community volunteer
contributions (e.g., Scouts, civic and service groups, etc.).
This table provides a starting point for determining immediate, near-term,
and longer-term action priorities. This is an important first step toward
plan implementation and should occur in conjunction with the City’s
annual budget process, Capital Improvements Program preparation, and
departmental planning. Once the necessary funding is committed and
roles are defined the City staff member designated as the Comprehensive
Plan Administrator should initiate a first-year work program in
conjunction with the City Manager, other departments, and any
public/private implementation partners.
Progress on identified Year 1 priorities should be the focus of the first
annual review. Then the entire Action Agenda list in Table 6.1, along
with all other action items throughout the plan chapters, should be
re-evaluated annually to determine if any additional items are ready to
proceed into the next three-year timeframe, and whether in Year 1, 2,
or 3.
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Table 6.1, Action Agenda and Implementation Roles and Funding

Public Partners

Private/
Other Partners

Parks & Recreation

Fort Bend County

Private development

Public Works

Fort Bend ISD

Private/
Other

City of
Missouri City

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

City
Budget
CIP
Budget
Other
Govts

Action Type

Funding Sources
Grants

Implementation and Coordination Roles

Trails Master Plan implementation
Capital Investment

Utility districts
Neighborhood / Homeowner
Associations

Implementation of Texas Parkway-Cartwright Road revitalization initiative
Planning

Missouri City
Business Association

Economic Development

Greater Fort Bend EDC

Public Works

Fort Bend
Chamber of Commerce

City Manager
Program / Initiative

Property owners
Private development
Neighborhood / Homeowner
Associations

Encourage “life-cycle” housing variety

Regulation

Planning

Private development

Economic Development

Greater Houston
Builders Association

9

9

Fort Bend
Association of Realtors

Commuter rail implementation—and transit-oriented development potential in Highway 90-A area
Program / Initiative
Partnerships /
Coordination

City Manager

Other Area Cities

Property owners

Planning

Fort Bend & Harris Counties

Private development

Public Works

METRO

9

Houston-Galveston
Area Council

9

9

9

9

Greater Fort Bend EDC

Ongoing Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) investments in accordance with City’s Traffic Management Plan
Public Works
Capital Investment

Texas Department of
Transportation

9

Houston-Galveston
Area Council

9

9

Enhanced economic development function within City government—with focus on local employment and lifestyle amenities
City Manager
Economic Development

Missouri City
Business Association
Greater Fort Bend EDC

Property owners
Private development

Fort Bend
Chamber of Commerce

Program / Initiative

9

9

Greater Houston Partnership
Fort Bend
Convention & Visitors Center

Brazos River green corridor (public access and trails)
Parks & Recreation

Other Area Cities

Program / Initiative

Planning

Fort Bend County

Partnerships /
Coordination

Public Works
Economic Development

Fort Bend
Convention & Visitors Center

Houston Wilderness

9

9

9

9

9

Texas Parks & Wildlife
Department
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Table 6.1 (continued)

Private/
Other Partners

Private/
Other

Public Partners

Grants

City of
Missouri City

Action Type

Funding Sources
City
Budget
CIP
Budget
Other
Govts

Implementation and Coordination Roles

Comprehensive technical study of wastewater system consolidation opportunities and challenges
Public Works

Further Study /
Planning

Finance

Houston-Galveston
Area Council

Utility districts

9

Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality

9

9

Special area plans for “community asset areas” (SH 6-Fort Bend Parkway interchange, revamped Highway 90-A corridor)
Fort Bend County
Toll Road Authority

Property owners

Public Works
Economic Development

Greater Fort Bend EDC

Private development

Planning
Further Study /
Planning

Utility districts

9

9

Neighborhood / Homeowner
Associations

“Town Center” development
City Manager
Program / Initiative

Greater Fort Bend EDC

Economic Development

Property owners
Private development

9

9

9

Planning

Context Sensitive Design approaches for major roadway corridor projects (including Texas Department of Transportation)
Public Works

Program / Initiative
Partnerships /
Coordination

Planning
Parks & Recreation

Texas Department of
Transportation
Fort Bend County
Houston-Galveston
Area Council

Property owners
Private development
Neighborhood / Homeowner
Associations

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

Ongoing Parks Master Plan implementation (park development, land acquisition, trail connections)
Parks & Recreation
Capital Investment

Fort Bend County

Property owners

Planning

Utility districts

Public Works

Private development
Neighborhood / Homeowner
Associations

Continue active role in regional transportation planning
Public Works

Houston-Galveston
Area Council
METRO
Texas Department of
Transportation

Partnerships /
Coordination

9

Fort Bend & Harris counties
Other Area Cities
Toll Road Authorities
Greater Fort Bend EDC

Promotion of green building practices (public and private)
Program / Initiative

Planning

Fort Bend County

Private development

Public Works

Greater Fort Bend EDC

Greater Houston
Builders Association

9

9

Safe Sidewalks Program for areas with greatest pedestrian activity (schools, public facilities, commercial areas)
Public Works
Capital Investment

Fort Bend ISD

Utility districts

Fort Bend County

Private development

Houston-Galveston
Area Council

Neighborhood / Homeowner
Associations

Texas Department of
Transportation
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Plan Amendment Process
The Missouri City Comprehensive Plan is meant to be a flexible document allowing
for adjustment to changing conditions over time. Shifts in political, economic,
physical, technological, and social conditions, and other unforeseen circumstances,
may influence and change the priorities and fiscal outlook of the community.
As the City grows and evolves, new issues will emerge while others will no longer be
as relevant. Some action statements will be found impractical or outdated while other
plausible solutions will arise. To ensure that it continues to reflect the overall goals of
the community and remains relevant and resourceful over time, the Plan must be
revisited on a regular basis to confirm that the plan elements are still on point and the
associated goals, policies and action statements are still appropriate.
Revisions to the Comprehensive Plan are two-fold, with “minor” plan amendments
occurring at least annually (or more frequently if specific land development approvals
require immediate adjustments to the City’s future land use and/or thoroughfare
plans), and with more significant modifications and updates occurring every five
years. Minor amendments could include revisions to certain elements of the Plan as a
result of the adoption of another specialized plan or interim changes to the Future
Land Use & Character Plan and/or the Thoroughfare Plan. Major updates will involve
reviewing the base conditions and anticipated growth trends; re-evaluating the goals,
policies and recommendations in the Plan—and formulating new ones as necessary;
and adding, revising or removing action statements in the Plan based on
implementation progress.

Annual Progress Report
The Planning & Zoning Commission, with the assistance of staff, should prepare an
annual progress report for presentation to the Mayor and City Council. This ensures
that the Plan is consistently reviewed and that any needed modifications or
clarifications are identified for the annual minor plan amendment process. Ongoing
monitoring of consistency between the Plan and the City’s implementing ordinances
and regulations should be an essential part of this effort.
The Annual Progress Report should include and highlight:
♦

Significant actions and accomplishments during the past year, including the
status of implementation for each programmed task in the Comprehensive Plan.

♦

Obstacles or problems in the implementation of the Plan, including those
encountered in administering the land use and transportation aspects, as well as
any other policies of the Plan.

♦

Proposed amendments that have come forward during the course of the year,
which may include revisions to the individual plan maps or other
recommendations or text changes.
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♦

Recommendations for needed actions, programs and procedures to be developed
and implemented in the coming year, including recommendation of projects to be
included in the City’s CIP, other programs/projects to be funded, and priority
coordination needs with public and private implementation partners.

Annual Amendment Process
Criteria for Proposed Amendments
to Future Land Use & Character Map
In addition to the overall plan monitoring and
amendment procedures and timing outlined in this
chapter, a further and specific issue involves
consideration of proposed amendments to the
adopted Future Land Use & Character map. A first
consideration is whether a map amendment is
necessary immediately, such as in conjunction with
a particular rezoning request, or if the map proposal
can wait so it can be examined more
comprehensively through the annual Comprehensive
Plan review and amendment process?
The list of items under Annual Amendment Process
provides initial criteria for considering any type of
Comprehensive Plan amendment, whether to the
plan text or a particular map. The items below
should also be reviewed and addressed when a
Future Land Use & Character map adjustment is
proposed:
• Scope of Amendment: Is the proposed map
change limited to one or a few parcels, or would
it affect a much larger area?
• Change in Circumstances: What specific
conditions (e.g., population size and/or
characteristics, area character and building form,
property/structure conditions, infrastructure or
public services, market factors including need for
more land in a particular designation, etc.) have
changed sufficiently to render the current map
designation(s) inappropriate or out-of-date?
• Consistency with Other Plans: In addition to the
Comprehensive Plan, is the proposed map change
consistent with the intent and policy direction of
any applicable small area plans, utility or drainage
plans, annexation plans, or other City plans?
• Adequate Information: Do City staff, the
Planning & Zoning Commission, and/or City
Council have enough and appropriate information
to move ahead with a decision (e.g., utility
capacity, potential traffic impacts, other public
service implications, resident/stakeholder
concerns and input)?
• Stakeholder Input: What points, concerns, and
insights have been raised by area residents,
property owners, business owners, or others?
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Most substantive amendments to the Comprehensive Plan should be
considered and acted on annually, allowing for proposed changes to be
considered concurrently so that the cumulative effect may be understood
(although some interim amendments during the year may be
straightforward as the City’s future land use and/or thoroughfare plans
are refined in conjunction with specific land development approvals).
When considering a plan amendment, the City should ensure the
proposed amendment is consistent with the goals and policies set forth in
the Plan regarding character protection, development compatibility,
infrastructure availability, conservation of environmentally sensitive
areas, and other community priorities. Careful consideration should also
be given to guard against site specific plan changes that could negatively
impact adjacent areas and uses or detract from the overall character of the
area. Factors that should be considered in deciding on a proposed plan
amendment include:
♦

Consistency with the goals and policies set forth in the Plan.

♦

Adherence with the Future Land Use & Character and/or
Thoroughfare Plans.

♦

Compatibility with the surrounding area.

♦

Impacts on infrastructure provision including water, wastewater,
drainage, and the transportation network.

♦

Impact on the City’s ability to provide, fund and maintain services.

♦

Impact on environmentally sensitive and natural areas.

♦

Whether the proposed amendment contributes to the overall
direction and character of the community as captured in the plan
vision and goals (and ongoing public input).

Five-Year Update / Evaluation and Appraisal Report
An evaluation and appraisal report should be prepared every five years.
This report should be prepared by City staff with input from various City
departments, the Planning & Zoning Commission, and other boards and
commissions.
The report process involves evaluating the existing Plan and assessing
how successful it has been in achieving the community’s goals. The
purpose is to identify the successes and shortcomings of the Plan, look at
what has changed over the last five years, and make recommendations on
how the Plan should be modified in light of those changes.
The report should review baseline conditions and assumptions about
trends and growth indicators. It should also evaluate implementation
potential and/or obstacles related to any unmet goals, policies and
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recommendations. The evaluation report and process should result in an amended
Comprehensive Plan, including identification of new or revised information that may
lead to updated goals, policies and/or action recommendations.
More specifically, the report should identify and evaluate the following:
(1) Summary of major actions and interim plan amendments undertaken over the last
five years.
(2) Major issues in the community and how these issues have changed over time.
(3) Changes in the assumptions, trends and base studies data, including the
following:
♦

The rate at which growth and development is occurring relative to the
projections put forward in the Plan.

♦

Shifts in demographics and other growth trends.

♦

The area of land that is designated and zoned for urban development and its
capacity to meet projected demands and needs.

♦

City-wide attitudes and whether apparent shifts, if significant, necessitate
amendments to the stated goals or strategies of the Plan.

♦

Other changes in political, social, economic, technological, or environmental
conditions that indicate a need for plan amendments.

(4) Ability of the Plan to continue to support progress toward achieving the
community’s goals. The following should be evaluated and revised as needed:
♦

Individual statements or sections of the Plan must be reviewed and rewritten,
as necessary, to ensure that the Plan provides sufficient information and
direction to achieve the intended outcome.

♦

Conflicts between goals and policies that have been discovered in the
implementation and administration of the Plan must be pointed out and
resolved.

♦

The action agenda must be reviewed and major accomplishments
highlighted. Those not completed by the specified timeframe should be
re-evaluated to ensure their continued relevance and/or to revise them
appropriately.

♦

As conditions change, the timeframes for implementing the individual
actions of the Plan should be re-evaluated where necessary. Some actions
may emerge as a higher priority given new or changed circumstances while
others may become less important to achieving the goals and development
objectives of the community.

♦

Based upon organizational, programmatic and procedural factors, as well as
the status of previously assigned tasks, the implementation task assignments
must be reviewed and altered, as needed, to ensure timely accomplishment
of the Plan’s recommended actions.

♦

Changes in laws, procedures and missions may impact the ability of the
community to achieve its goals. The plan review must assess these changes
and their impacts on the success of implementation, leading to any suggested
revisions in strategies or priorities.
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Ongoing Community Outreach and Engagement
All review and updates processes related to the Comprehensive Plan should
emphasize and incorporate ongoing public input. The annual and continual plan
evaluation and reporting process should also incorporate specific performance
measures and quantitative indicators that can be compiled and communicated both
internally and to elected officials and citizens in a “report card” fashion. Examples
might include:
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♦

Acres of new development (plus number of residential units and square footage
of commercial and industrial space) approved and constructed in conformance
with this Plan and related City codes.

♦

Acres of parkland and miles of trail developed or improved in accordance with
this Plan and related parks, recreation and trail plans.

♦

Indicators of City efforts to ensure neighborhood integrity as emphasized in this
Plan (e.g., code enforcement activity).

♦

Miles of new bike routes and extent of transit services added to the City’s
transportation system to provide alternative mobility options as recommended in
this Plan.

♦

Indicators of the benefits of redeveloped sites and structures (appraised value,
increased property and/or sales tax revenue, new residential units and retail and
office spaces in urban mixed-use settings, etc.) as envisioned through this Plan.

♦

Various measures of service capacity (gallons, acre-feet, etc.) added to the City’s
utility infrastructure systems as indicated in this Plan and associated master
plans—and the amount of dollars allocated to fund the necessary capital projects.

♦

The numbers of residents and other stakeholders engaged through City-sponsored
education and outreach events related to Comprehensive Plan implementation
and periodic review and updating, as outlined in this chapter.
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